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The liutu4e ob Cati6o4nia postsecondary education

depends upon the thoughtliut .involvement and commitment

o6 eve4y Cati6o4nian. An open dialogue will help the

Legittatu4e and postsecondary education bulbill thei4

4esponsibiti,ties to the people ob Caei6o4nia.

To Oste4 that dialogue, the Joint Committee on

the Masten Plan 104 Highe4 Education has chosen to

break_ t4adition and present its 4epoict iii4st in ditalit

04m to the public, 04 a iiinat round ob discv.ssion

and c4itique. This 4epott contains the tentative

4ecommendatkons ob the Joint Committee.

The Joint Committee hopes you will discuss this

report with your bamily, 64iends, neighbors and

colleagues especially with educators and students.

We invite you to theme you' response with us eithe4

in wAiting 04 though testimony at one ob ou4 hive

public hea4ings around the state in Manch (see Appendix

A 04 schedule ob dates and places).

In May the Joint Committee will submit its Iiinat

4epott and 4ecommendations to the Leg4.statu4e 04

action.
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The Joint Committee on the Master Plan for Higher

Education was created by concurrent resolution of the

Legislature in September, 1970, and activated in March,

1971.

The Joint Committee began by inviting sixteen hun-

dred Californians to advise us about the design of our

study. We convened a two-day conference of ninety per-

sons from all walks of California life for the same pur-

pose. Our first public hearing was a symposium on

the future of our society.

The Committee adopted a study plan in January,

1972. Since then we have conducted sixteen public

hearings (see Appendix B): sponsored a survey of institu-

tional goals involving 24,750 persons and 121 public and

private college communities; commissioned a series of

papers which explore issues and discuss alternat_ves (see

Appendix C); regularly met with the officials of Cali-

fornia's higher education system; consulted with mem-

bers of the executive and legislative branches of govern-

ment and with many state and national experts who have

researched and written about higher education; developed

a mailing list of 4,500 concerned individuals and



organizations; and read much of the higher education

literature.

We were particularly fortunate to have had the

benefit of the concurrent study-by the Select Committee

on the Master Plan for Higher Education. We operated

in mutual respect, cooperated closely, and exchanged all

information. Their work has facilitated ours.

We have conducted our study within certain para-

meters. First, we concerned ourselves with the present

and future of postsecondary education.* We tried to

learn from history without wasting our energies prais-

ing or indicting the past. The fact that California

probably has the finest system of higher education in

the country is no guarantee for the future.

In addition, we invited the participation of men

and women of all ages, ethnic backgrounds, incomes,

values, and convictions, including those most directly

involved in higher education - educators and students.

Finally, we focused on those issues of public.poli-

cy which are the legitimate concerns of the Legislature.

* "Higher education", as generally used in this report
encompasses public and private two-year and four-year
colleges and universities. "Postsecondary education"
includes higher education as well as private profit
and non-profit trade and technical schools and some
apprenticeship programs.



We have no desire to manage higher education or to in-

trude in its day-to-day operations; yet we recognize

the responsibility the Legislature bears in appropriat-

ing hundreds of millions .3f taxpayer dollars annually

in support of California higher education.

This report draws together our tentative conclu-

sions. The recommendations are the result of intensive

deliberations among the members of the Joint Committee.

We have learned much. We expect to learn more from

public discussions of this draft report. In that spirit

we offer these proposals.

00



CHAPTER I

PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES

Learning is the primary purpose of California pub-

lic higher education. Educational institutions exist

to respond to the learning needs of our citizens and

society.

Learning prepares a person for life and work. It

is a process involving intellectual and personal growth.

Its function is to assist the individual to develop

capacities for good judgment, personal responsibility,

lifelong educability and career competence. Learning

occurs throughout life and society, but is the special

(thou4gh not exclusive) responsibility of educational

institutions.

A closely related but distinct process, the dis-

covery of knowledge, is another function of higher edu-

cation. A third function is publi.; service. However,

the foremost purpose of each and every California insti-

tution of public higher education is learning.

Learning is facilitated by good planning. Too

often both higher education and "master planning" have

advanced the needs and aspirations of institutions, con-

sidering persons largely as abstractions and statistics

to be_matched with institutional vacancies. We reject



that approach to education and planning.

We are a pluralistic society. Our citizens have

diverse learning needs. A primary responsibility of

higher education is to respect and complement the in-

dividuality of Californians. A primary function of

planning is development of an educational system with

a broad range of choices available to each person.

To enable California higher education to realize

these purposes, we find these objectives critical for

the ne-x!_ decade:

1. Academic freedom and responsibility;

2. Equal and universal accessibility for persons
of both sexes and all races, ancestries, in-
comes, ages and geographies;

3. Lifelong learning opportunities for persons with
capacity and motivation to benefit;

4. Diversity of institutions, services and methods;

5. Flexibility to adapt to the changing needs of
students and society;

6. Cooperation between institutions in assessing
area educational needs and resources, and meet-
ing those needs;

7. Involvement with local communities in providing
educational services and utilizing community
resources in the educational process;

8. Increased understanding of the learning process -
to be sought and applied throughout higher edu-
cation;

9. Discovery of qualitative and quantitative evalu-
ation methods for learning, research and teaching;

-2-



10. Accountability throughout higher education,
includirig-

- accountability of institutions to the
individual (for instruction and related
services)

- accountability of institutions to the pub-
lic and its representatives

- accountability of the individual (faculty,
student, staff) to the institutions

- accountability of the putlic and its lead-
ers to the institutions (for support and
development).

California has no statement of goals for higher

education. But policy-making, coordination and plan-

ning are necessarily the expression of assumptions, at

least implicit, about purposes and objectives. To

facilitate acting consistently and responsibly, the

Legislature should adopt a statement of statewide goals

for California postsecondary education.

RECOMMENDATION

1. The Legislature shall adopt a statement of
legislative intent articulating broad state-
wide goals for California postsecondary edu-
cation.

-3-



CHAPTER II

STRUCTURE

Present Organization

California public higher education consists of three

systems (segments) organized along functional lines.*

This functional organization - commonly known as "differ-

entiation of function" - was the basis of the 1960 Master

Plan set forth by the Donahoe Act in the Education Code.

The differentiated functions are essentially a set

of limitations upon the community colleges and the Cali-

fornia State University and Colleges. The community col-

leges are restricted to offering vocational, collegiate

and general instruction through the 14th grade. The

California State University and Colleges are to offer

undergraduate education and a variety of advanced train-

ing through the Master's Degree. The University of Cali-

fornia also provides undergraduate instruction and has

exclusive jurisdiction over the doctorate, certain

types of professional training and most research.

The rationale for assigning specific roles to each

segment was to regulate competition among institutions

*The segments are the University of California, the
California State University and Colleges, and the Cali-
fornia Community Colleges.



trying to achieve compreheiltLve collegiate or univer-

sity status. Such competition, if left unregulated

during a period of enormous growth, would have resulted

in duplication of effort.

Another rationale implicit in the Master Plan is

that institutions performing similar functions should

be grouped together for purposes of governance and ad-

ministration. This grouping was expqcted to be both

educationally productive and cost effective.

Criticism of Present Organization

The most telling criticism of the California system

is its fragmentation of responsibility which has led to

a critical absence of state-wide coordination, planning

and policy development.*

Nearly as important, the current organization fo-

cuses the attention and energies of the segments on

identifying and protecting functional' differences, rather

than on searching out areas and means of cooperation for

more efficient achievement of common functions. At our

committee hearings leaders of California higher educa-

tion seemed more intez,Jsted in institutional and seg-

mental self-sufficiency than in coordination of educa-

tional services to benefit the people of California.

*See Chapter IV
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Institutional isolation and self-sufficiency is

neither educationally nor economically sound. Califor-

nia's systems of higher education must be viewed as a

total resource to the state as a whole, and to each

area in the state. Excessive emphasis upon institution-

al orerogatives and boundaries is a major barrier to

maximizing the quality and quantity of education avail-

able to the people.

A'blosely related problem, particularly relevant

to the University of California and the California State

University and Colleges, is the tendency toward uniform-

ity within these systems. Colleges and universities

tend to be responsive to their segment rather than to

the needs of specified clientele or areas. This ten-

dency is reinforced by uniform administrative and

budgetary practices.

Within some campuses and segments, there are dif-

fering structural arrangements such as cluster colleges.

But the diversity is more form than substance. The

potential for diversity is greatly undermined by stan-

dardized systemwide criteria for selection, retention

and promotion of faculty. We find a di-Iturbing lack

of diversity within segments, with a tendency for most

campu3es to model themselves after a few prestigious

-6-



institutions. High quality does not depend upon

mechanical application of standardized criteria, whether

the issue is institutional mission, budgeting, delivery

of instruction, administrative staffing or selection

of faculty. Diversification within segments is as

important as differentiation between segments.

Alternatives Considered

The Joint Committee evaluated several structural

alternatives to the current organization of California

higher education. Like the present structure, each of

these offers advantages and disadvantages. We con-

sidered two basic alternatives to the existing arrange-

ment, each with several variations.

The first alternative is consolidation. This model

would incorporate all public higher education under one

statewide governing board. Or it might consolidate the

University of California and the California State Uni-

versity and Colleges, leaving the community colleges

locally controlled. The board could be imposed over

existing boards, or it could replace them. Institutions

of higher education might be grouped under the board

on the present segmental basis or on a regional basis.

This approach would deal dramatically with the critical

problem of fragmentation of responsibility for policy,

planning and co.3rdination. It would probably diminish

-7-



institutional barriers and boundaries, particularly if

regioaal subunits were established.

However, the segments in their present form may already

be too large to be manageable. Consolidation would

probably accelerate unhealthy trends toward central-

ization, bureaucratic rigidity and distance between the

place of decision-making and institutional clientele.

It might also rekindle aspirations of some institutions

and their communities for comprehensive college or

university status.

The second alternative is elimination of multi-

campus sytems. This alternative would make each institu-

tion autonomous under its own governing board. It would

eliminate many of the disturbing trends toward central-

ization of authority in system offices with large admin-

istrative staffs. It could well facilitate diversity,

especially by putting decision-making power much closer

to personS thereby affected.

However, cohesive statewide policy and planning

would be more difficult. There would be near anarchy

in the budgetary process, with each college and univer-

sity dealing directly with the Governor, Department of

Finance and Legislature. The dissolution of multi-

campus systems would also remove the barriers to un-
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controlled institutional aspirations for upward mobility.

Conclusions

No structural arrangement can insure enlightened

policies. Structural change of the magnitude required

to reorganize a system as large and complex as Califor-

nia higher education would require enormous energy,

time and resources. Such change would only be justi-

fied if it would produce more effective educational

services for the people of California.

The basic issue before the Joint Committee was

whether California public higher education can achieve

the goals set forth earlier without a major structural

overhaul.

We have repeatedly been assured that higher edu-

cation as now structured can meet these challenges.

We accept that assurance only conditionally. We con-

clude that the current structure can serve to meet

California's goals only if two essential conditions are

fulfilled:

- Major modifications must be made within the present
organizational structure as proposed in this report;

- Educational leadership must be responsive to the
public interest as well as to institutional needs.

It is critical that those educational leaders who

have assured us of the present structure's capacity for
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flexibility and responsiveness work to insure the

adoption and implementation of the needed modifications.

The coming years will vigorously test that flexibility

and responsiveness. Should the educational system

prove unable, or its leadership unwilling to respond

to new goals and new policies, structural reorganiza-

tion would be the next logical step.

In retaining the differentiation of function

principle, we reaffirm the University of California's

mission as "the primary state supported agency for re-

search." However, we are not convinced that every

member of the University of California faculty should

be funded at every point in his or her career as a

half-time or more researcher. We believe the Univer-

sity should provide for the pursuit of excellence in both

teaching and research. Certainly a good teacher must

be current in his field. But there is not necessarily

a correlation between excellence in teaching and excel-

lence in published research. There should be a place

in the University for a variety of faculty roles and

provisions for faculty to alternate roles at different

stages of their careers.

We likewise reaffirm the vital teaching mission

of the California State University and Colleges. The

recent attainment of University status ought and does

-10-



not imply any change in mission. We are alarmed to

find publication requirements imposed upon faculty in

some departments on some campuses as a condition of employ-

ment, promotion and tenure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2. The University of California shall be
the primary academic agency for research.
It may provide instruction in the lib-
eral arts and sciences and in the pro-
fessions of law, medicine, dentistry
and veterinary medicine. It shall have
the sole authority in public higher
education to award the doctoral degree
in all fields of learning, except that
it may agree with the California State
University and Colleges to award joint
doctoral degrees in selected fields.

3. The primary function of the California
State University and Colleges shall be
the provision of instruction for under-
graduate students and graduate students -
through the Master's degree - in liberal
arts and sciences, in applied fields
and in the professions. Two-year programs
in agriculture are authorized subject
to the provisions of the Donahoe Act.
The doctoral degree may be awarded joint-
ly with the University of California
or with a private institution of post-
secondary education accredited by the
Western Association of Schools and Col-
leges, provided the program is authorized
through the procedures established for
new program approval.* Faculty research
is authorized to the extent that it is
consistent with the primary function of
the California State University and Col-
leges and the facilities provided for
that function.

* See Recommendation #21(g)
-11-



4. Public community colleges shall offer instruc-
tion through but not beyond the 14th grade
level. This instruction may include but shall
not be limited to programs in one or more of the
following categories:- (1) standard collegiate
courses for transfer to other institutions;
(2) vocational and technical fields leading
to employment; and (3) general or liberal arts
courses. Studies in these fields may lead to
the Associate in Arts or the Associate in Science
deyree.

5. Differentiation of segmental function shall not
preclude intersegmental cooperation when such
cooperation can: (1) enhance the achievement of
the institutional missions shared by the segments;
(2) enable public and private postsecondary
education to more effectively meet the educational
needs of a geographic region; and (3) provide
more effective planning of postsecondary education
on a statewide basis.

6. The University of California and the California
State University and Colleges should extend the
principle of differentiation to campuses within
their systems. The four-year segments should
develop missions for their several campuses
with more specificity and delineation than
"general campus" and "statewide program."



CHAPTER III

GOVERNANCE

Primary responsibility for governing California's

large public systems of higher education resides in

lay governing boards. The functions of the boards in-

clude providing leadership and protecting both aca-

demic freedom and the public interest.

Governing boards have had a key role in the de-

velopment of California publin higher education. These

boards are the Regents of the University of California,

the Trustees of the California State University and

Colleges, the locally elected boards of the community

college districts, and the Board of Governors of the

California Community Colleges.

In the decades ahead, governing boards will be

faced with critical decisions of educational policy.

It will be more important than ever that board members

be highly competent and have credibility with the many

constituencies of higher education - including the

public, elected officials, students, faculty and alumni.

The Joint Committee finds many of the provisions

regarding the composition and appointment of governing

boards inadequate for the present and the future.

They were designed in the late nineteenth century and

-13-



sufficed for an era in which higher education served

a smaller, more homogeneous clientele and utilized

fewer public resources.

New times call for new approaches. California has

a more educated and informed citizenry. About seventy

percent of the state's high school graduates go on to

higher education. Colleges are expected to serve rich

and poor,-young and old, men and women, and people of

all colors. A changed and changing society has new

and divergent educational needs. Our state invests

vast resources in its systems of higher education.

Those systems have undergone tremendous growth and are

highly visible to the state and nation. If higher edu-

cation is to 'le responsive to the diverse needs of a

pluralistic society, those who govern must be drawn

from diverse backgrounds.

Appointments

Except for the members serving in an ex officio

capacity, all members of the governing boards are ap-

pointed by a single person, the governor, subject

only to Senate confirmation.* No matter who has been

*The Board of Regents consists of sixteen appointed and
eight ex officio members; the Board of Trustees con-
sists of sixteen appointed and five ex officio members;
the Board of Governors consists of fifteen appointed
members.
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governor or what his party, many appointees have been

influential supporters or friends of the governor who

appointed them. A governor naturally tends to appoint

persons who share his ideology. The typical appointee

to a California governing board has been white, male,

at least middle-aged, well-educated and very successful

financially. Since each person is largely affected by

his own experience, the result - despite sincerity,

ability and goodwill - is uniformity rather than diver-

sity.

We must, of course, strive to have our most quali-

fied citizens serving on governing boards. But com-

petence is not the monopoly of any one class or group.

The Regents, Trustees, and members of the Board of Gover-

nors should better reflect the population of California

with respect to their wealth, sex, ethnic background and

age.

In short, our present selection method does not as-

sure diversity, or adequate independence from partisan

political currents. The Joint Committee has reviewed

alternatives to exclusive gubernatorial selection uti-

lized by other states, popular election (Illinois and

Michigan), selection by the legislature (North Carolina),

and appointment by constituent groups (Pennsylvania).

None of these alte-natives seems appropriate to California.

-15-
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The mc,t effective course of action for California

is creation cf 6 broadly representative commission

which prestt *he gove.rnor with a list of nominations

for each v The Gs.oVerIlV'' then appoints from

among those recommP-ded. Senate confirmation is elimi-

Dated. All paiLicipants in the nominating and appoint-

ing process should be charged with assuring that

governing boards are broadly and equitably representa-

tive of the people of California.

This proposal advances the causes of diversity,

legitimacy, and insulation from partisanship while

retaining the ultimate appointment authority in the

hands of the governor. It is patterned after a recent

proposal for appointments to the judiciary and is an

appropriate mechanism for selecting persons for posi-

tions of great public trust who are not responsible

to the people through the election process.

Terms of Office

The Regents currently serve sixteen-year terms,

the Trustees serve for eight years and the members of

tbe Board of Governors, four years. The Joint Commit-

tee finds no rationale in public or educational policy

for different terms.

-16-



One argument often advanced in favor of sixteen-

year terms is that they guarantee the board's insula-

tion from partisan influence. However, revising the

appointment process would provide better protection

than excessively long terms.

Sixteen years does not guarantee that a two-term

governor cannot exercise inordinate influence over a

board. There are sixteen appointed members and eight

ex officio members of the Board of Regents. In addi-

tion to the Governor, three other ex officio regents

(Lieutenant Governor, Speaker of the Assembly, and

Superintendent of Public Instruction) are popularly

elected. These regents are often members of the

same political party as the governor antl are likely

to follow his leadership. When they are combined with

the number of gubernatorial appointees shown in the

table below, the alleged protection proves illusory.

TABLE I

Governor Term Regental Appointments

Culbert L. Olson 1939-1943 9

Earl Warren 1943-1953 15

Goodwin Knight 1953-1959 10

Edmund Brown 1959-1967 13

Ronald Reagan 1967-1972 9

1967-1975* 11

*Terms of two regents will expire by 1974.
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Another contention is that lengthy terms are re-

quired for board members to develop sufficient know-

ledge and expertise. However, the Joint Committee

notes that the laft four chairmen of the Board have

been chosen by the Regents within four years of

their initial appointments.

TABLE II

Regents

Appointed
To Board

Theodore R. Meyer 1962 1966-68

Dewitt A. Higgs
1966 1968-70

William F. Smith
1968 1970-72

Dean A. Watkins
1969 1972-Present

In determining the proper length of service, we

deemed the following considerations most important:

- terms should be long enough to encourage a

depth of knowledge and expertise; and

- terms should be short enough to allow for

the frequent
appointment of new members.

The length of service for each governing board

should be the same. While there is no perfect term,

eight years is sufficient to meet the above criteria.

Our decision is influenced by the experience of the

California State University and Colleges. We find no

evidence this board is less effective than the Regents.



composition

A governing board must have credibility with its

constituency. higher education students and faculty

are a part of that constituency. Therefore, one student

and one faculty member, each peer-selected, should be

added to the three statewide boards and each community

college district board. They would not vote but should

have the right of full participation in all sessions.

Student and faculty representatives already par-

ticipate in governance at many levels and have frequently

taken part in meetings of governing boards. This in-

volvement has generally enhanced board deliberations.

The time has come to formalize and guarantee the parti-

cipation of these groups.*

The Joint Committee has weighed the pros and cons

of retaining the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Super-

intendent of Public Instruction, and Speaker of the

Assembly as ex officio members of the boards. We be-

lieve there is value in some members being directly

responsible to the people of California; on the other

hand, there is risk of politicizing governing boards by

their presence. Absent a clearly better alternative,

we make no recommendation for change.

*In June, 1972, the United States Congress enacted the
higher education amendments which included the follow-
ing statement: "It is the sense of Congress that the
governing boards of institutions of higher education
give consideration to student participation on such
boards."
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Alumni representatives serve on governing boards

with unique insight and understanding. They haves no

vested interest except in the welfare of the institu-

tion. Noting the contributions of alumni regents to

the University of California, we believe alumni would

serve valuably on the other statewide boards.

We find no justification for the special interest

representation of the Mechanics Institute and the State

Board of Agriculture on the Board of Regents. All mem-

bers should represent the public-at-large.

Conflict of Interest and Disclosure

Public confidence requires that persons serving on

governing boards be above reproach and that they be per-
ceiied by the public as above reproach. Appropriate con-
flict of interest and disclosure provisions are needed.

Constitutional Status and Autonomy

The Joint Committee does not wish to alter the

fundamental relationships between the state and the

two statewide and state-supported systems of higher

education.

The University of California is a constitutional

entity. The California Constitution does more than

-20-



grant recognition. In essence, it establishes the Uni-

versity as a separate branch of government. It gives

the Board of Regents full powers of governance subject

only to specified limitations.

However, there are at times overriding issues of

statewide concern involving California's total higher

education effort. While the Joint Committee does not

propose fundamental change in the responsibilities and

powers of the Regents, it notes two exceptions justi-

fied by the need for coordinated statewide policies:

'emissions policies* and student charges.**

The California State University and Colleges should

have constitutional recognition. However, the powers

of the Trustees should continue to be determined and dele-

gated by the Legislature. Constitutional recognition

will affirm that both statewide systems are held in

equal status by the State of California.

The Regents and Trustees should continue to exer-

cise their current governance responsibilities except as

otherwise specified in this report.

Multicampus Systems

A major but largely unrecognized trend of the la3t

* See Chapter V
**See Chapter IX
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decade has been the concentration of large numbers of

campuses under central administrative offices. In ca14-

fornia, under the Master Plan, the two statewide four-

year systems have grown enormously.

The multicampus systems have contributed to the

orderly growth of public higher education - particularly

in the areas of planning, resource allocation, and the

achievement of economies of scale. However, they have

also added considerable bureaucratic apparatus to higher

education. Despite significant efforts to decentralize,

there is still a prepo^derance of administrative central-

ization.

There is currently no evidence available on the opti-

mum size of multicampus systems. Unfortunately, neither

statewide segment has addressed this subject in an analy-

tical way. The Joint Committee recognizes this as an

extremely complex problem with many variables. Yet policy-

makers in higher education and state government must learn

about the impact of size in order to make rational deci-

sions about such issues as governance, administration and

structure. We can no longer afford an uncritical atti-

tude towards growth and expansion.

Decentralization of Governance

We believe the University of California, the Cali-
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fornia State University and Colleges and the large

multicampus community college districts should under-

take controlled experiments in decentralization of

governance.

One approach would be the creation of local boards

with final authority over such matters as campus archi-

tecture (design only), buildings and grounds, and per-

sonnel. The local board's concurrence might also be

required in the appointment of a campus chief executive.

In addition, the local board could serve as a liaison

between campus and community. It is important that

local boards' authority be delegated by the governing

boards and not taken from administrative powers now

held by campus chief executives.

Local boards could free the energies of segmental

boards from parochial matters and enable them to focus

more intensively on issues of systemwide policy. Boards

with enormous responsibilities too frequently bog down

with matters better decided locally.

Local boards which are only advisory cannot effec-

tively serve as more than public relations and fund-

raising bodies. Such boards have sometimes been effec-

tive in accomplishing limited objectives, but they

have not served to place important decisions closer

to the persons affected by them.
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We suggest each system of three campuses or more,

experiment on several selected campuses with local

governing boards and, if necessary, that they seek

appropriate legislation to enable the formation of

such boards.

There are many ways local boards could be selected;

however, we suggest that they combine representation

from the camms, the local community, and the state-

at-large (for campuses which serve the entire state).

RECOMMENDATIONS

7. The Board of Regents of the University of
California and the Board of Trustees of the
California State University and Colleges
shall each consist of twenty-two voting mem-
bers and two non-vcting members.

a) The Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Speaker
of the Assembly, and Superintendent of
Public Instruction shall continue to be
members of both boards.

b) The President of the University of Cali-
fornia and the Chancellor of the Cali-
fornia State University and Colleges shall
continue to be members of their respective
boards.

c) An alumni representative shall continue
to serve on the Board of Regents and shall
be added to the Board of Trustees.

d) Sixteen public members shall be appointed
in accordance with Recommendation #9,

e) A peer-selected faculty member and peer-
selected student shall be non-voting mem-
bers, with the right of full participation
in all sessions.
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f) The representation of the Mechanics Insti-
tute and the State Board of Agriculture
on the Board of Regents shall be elimin-
ated.

8. The Board of Governors of the California Com-
munity Colleges shall consist of seventeen
voting members and two non-voting members.

a) Sixteen public members shall be appointed
in accordance with Recommendation #9.

I.) One alumni representative shall be added
to the board as a voting member.

c) A peer-selected faculty member and peer-
selected student shall be non-voting mem-
bers with the right of full participation
in all sessions.

9. Appointed governing board members of the three
segments of higher education shall be selected
by the Governor from a list of five to ten
persons submitted for each vacancy by a nom-
inating committee.

a) The nominating committee shall be composed
of:

(1) the Chief Justice of the California
Supreme Court (Chairman)

(2) the Speaker and Minority Leader of
the Assembly

(3) the President Pro-Tem and Minority
Leader of the Senate

(4) the chairman of each segmental govern-
ing board

(5) an alumni representative from each
segment

(6i a peer-selected faculty member from
each segment

(7) a peer-selected student from each
segment
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b) Committee members designated in a)4-7 above
shall vote only on nominations for their
own segmental board.

10. Senate confirmation of governing board mem-
bers shall be eliminated.

11. Governing boards shall be broadly and equi-
tably representative of the general public
including ethnic minorities and women.

12. Terms of appointed Regents, Trustees, and mem-
bers of the Board of Governors shall be eight
years.

13. The Legislature shall provide conflict of
interest and disclosure provisions for mem-
bers of segmental governing boards.

14. A non-voting student and faculty member shall
be added to the governing board of each com-
munity college district. These representatives
shall be peer-selected and shall have the
right of full participation in all sessions.

15. The fundamental relationships between state
government and the University of California
and the California State University and Col-
leges shall be maintained.

a) The constitutional autonomy of the Uni-
versity of California shall be preserved.
The powers of the Regents shall remain
as now specified in the California con-
stitution except with respect to admis-
sions policies* and student charges.**

b) Constitutional recognition shall be ex-
tended to the California State Univer-
sity and Colleges. The powers of the
Board of Trustees shall remain the same
and shall continue to be determined
by the Legislature.

* See Recommendation #36
** See Recommendation #49
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16. The Legislature should suggest that the Uni-
versity of California, the California State
University and Colleges and community college
districts with three or more campuses conduct
pilot experiments with local governing boards.
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CHAPTER IV

COORDINATION AND PLANNING

Coordination iE the critical element in a multi-

system organization of postsecondary education. Cali-

fornia needs an independent agency capable of articu-

lating staL:ewide needs and providing advice to the

segments ar,e, elected public policy-makers. This agency must

have the responsibility and authority to coordinate

so as to avoid unnecessary duplication and to foster

diversity.

Comprehensive planning is the most crucial as-

pect of coordination, since it provides the basis

for all other functions of coordination. Effective

statewide planning should:

- optimize the use of resources

- assure diversity of institutions and programs

- provide for systematic development of new ap-
proaches and delivery systems

- maximize informed student choice within
limited resources

- maintain policy options for the future

- identify and respond to future educational
and societal needs.

The planning required for the decades ahead

must be qualitative as well as quantitative, concerned

with ends as well as means of postsecondary education.

It must avoid the pitfall of mechanically extrapola-

Ma.
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ting present trends and assumptions into the future,

thus locking postsecondary education into patterns

which may be neither relevant nor economically sound.

We need an integrated planning process which will

take all our educational resources and present and

projected future needs into account. Planning should

be statewide, regional and segmental. It should be

a continuous process, rather than a permanent plan

only periodically reviewed.

The Federal Education Amendments of 1972 recog-

nize this, and provide for establishment of state

postsecondary education commissions with responsi-

bility for statewide planning. Under this legis-

lation such 2 commission is required to qualify a

state for federal assistance. The major thrust is

that state planning must encompass all of postsecondary

education. The commission must be:

Broadly and equitably representative of the
general public and of public and private, non-
profit and proprietary institutions of higher
education - including community colleges,
junior colleges, postsecondary vocational
schools, area vocational schools, technical
institutes, four-year institutions of
higher education and branches thereof.

The legislation also requires designation of a state

agency to administer occupational education plans

developed by the state postsecondary education com-

mission.
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The Situation

The principal systemic deficiencies of our seg-

mental organization are inadequate coordination and

planning.

Short of the Governor and the Legislature, no

agency has the capacity to coordinate and develop

comprehensive higher education policies for the state.

After more than a decade under the celebrated Master

Plan, California has no comprehensive state plan, no

statewide planning process, and no comprehensive in-

formation system to provide policy-makers with accurate

and comparable data on programs, costs, and flow of

students.

Regional planning is non-existent, except in a

few highly specialized instances. Limited planning

has occurred at the segmental level. Not surprisingly,

its concern has been primarily with segm.ntal interests'

and aspirations. Without a coordinated state approach,

segmental planning can only be fragmentary and cannot

assure quality and quantity of educational services

to the people of California. In times of abundant re-

sources such fragmentation may go unnoticed. In times

of scarce resources, as the state needs to maximize

educational opportunities and benefits, it is in-

tolerable.
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The "master plan" concept is no longer useful.

It implies a rigidity which undermines the flexibility

necessary for adaptation to changing needs of students

and society. It tends to foreclose future options at

the time we need most to enhance them. In times of

increasingly rapid change, any predetermined "plan" is

by nature too static, and we need instead a continuous

planning process.

Such a process necessarily includes periodic long-

range planning and a mechanism capable of on-going

planning. Long-range planning should include a periodic

evaluation of the fundamental goals and assumptions

of public postsecondary education, its organization,

governance and planning mechanisms, and the functions

of all institutions, segments and agencies. It should

occur every ten years through a public process involv-

ing lay persons, students, faculty and administrators.

It should be conducted by the Legislature.

The on-going planning process should involve the

public segments and institutions and, when appropriate,

private institutions of postsecondary education and

interested state agencies involved in postsecondary

education. It should be concerned with implementation

of long-range goals (such as those proposed in Chapter

I), projections of enrollments and costs, programmatic
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needs, budget formulae, management systems and other

vital subjects.

The Solution

California must have a suitably sensitive mecha

nism to provide the necessary coordination and contin-

uous planning and to meet federal requirements.

Four basic approaches to statewide coordination

of postsecondary education have been utilized in the

United States:

- voluntary coordination: without a state mandate,
institutions voluntarily come together and
cooperate

- advisory coordination: a coordinating board
established by statute, with purely advisory
functions

- regulatory coordination: a board, commonly
designated as a commission, with broad regula-
tory powers to plan and to approve specified
policies and programs. but without adminis-
trative responsibility (except over federal
programs)

- superboard: a single statewide board which
both coordinates and governs.

A dozen years ago voluntary cooperation was deemed

inadequate for California. It is even less desirable

now.

At that time California chose and has since utilized

advisory coordination - the Coordinating Council for
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Higher Education. However, with its powers, duties and

composition, the Council is inadequate for our future.

In fact, the Council was never intended to fulfill the

functions of planning and policy development and never

equipped to do effective statewide coordination. The

Master Plan Survey Team (composed of institutional re-

presentatives) proposed that membership of the Council

be entirely institutional representatives. It explicit-

ly provided that the director and staff of the Council

were not to be "leaders of higher education." 1

In creating the Council the Legislature added

three public members, and more recently restructured

it with a majority of public members. This has added

somewhat to its effectiveness. Yet throughout the Coun-

cil's history the segments have dominated it; its di-

rector and staff have not been selected from among edu-

cational leaders; and it has not gained the necessary

credibility. There is little indication the Council

can become the effective instrument needed for coordina-

tion and planning.

Because of the University of California's con-

stitutional autonomy, the Council must rely on volun-

tary cooperation. Granting it has had some success in

negotiating agreements, their voluntary nature renders

such agreements fragile and subject to conflicting inter-

pretations by the segments.
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In summary, the history of the Council has demon-

strated that advisory coordination will not work in

California.

At the other end of the spectrum is the superboard.

Several states have moved or are moving in this direction.

But we are not convinced a superboard is best for Cali-

fornia. Postsecondary education in California is al-

ready too bureaucratic. The number and sir of our

postsecondary educational institutions makes consolida-

tion and centralization undesirable.

We, conclude, therefore, that regulatory coordina-

tion will best serve California.

The regulatory agency model leaves the segmental

structure intact. Governing powers remain with the

segmental governing boards and there is no centraliza-

tion of governing authority. Rather it provides a com-

mission with sufficient authority to conduct continuous

comprehensive statewide planning and to provide credible

and independent advice to the Governor and the Legisla-

ture. Its effectiveness depends not upon its power to

govern, but upon the quality of its advice.

There are clear and crucial distinctions between

the regulatory model and a superboard. A consolidated

governing board has full responsibility for governance

and administration of the institutions under its



jurisdiction including policy initiation and personnel

management; a regulatory commission does not.

A regulatory commission does require some sub-

ordination of segmental and institutional prerogatives

in the interests of overall state educational policy.

An effective coordinating board must occupy the

middle ground between the postsecondary education

community and state government. Irf fails to

effectively perform its sensitive missions, a vacuum

is created. Such a vacuum invites and even necessi-

tates assumption of the coordinating role by the

Governor and Legislature, as well as more drastic

structural reform.

In short, effective coordination and planning re-

quire high quality educational leadership. The pro-

posals offered here provide a structure and environ-

ment for such leadership. But the crucial ingredient -

academic statesmanship which places the common good

above parochial interests - must come from Cali-

fornia's postsecondary education community.

The responsibilities of a regulatory post-

secondary education commission should include:

- continuous and comprehensive statewide plan-
ning

- coordination of public and private pcstsecondary
education

- administration of federal programs channeled
through state government

- approval of changes in admissions policies of
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public segments or institutions therein *

- encouragement of interinstitutional cooperation
and consortia, particularly on a regional basis

- determination of need for new campuses

- review of any proposed new unit of instruction,
research or public service

- initiation and coordination of segmental reviews
of existing programs.

The Commission should have constitutional status,

to guarantee parity in stature with the segments it

regulates. To assure maximum flexibility, provisions

for its functions, membership and powers should be

statutory. The Commission must have power to obtain

all necessary information from the segments, aid to

require it in fo- allowing comparability of data.

So that it may provide educational leadership, its

professional staff should be exempt from civil service

regulations (as are the staffs of the University of

California and the California State University and

Colleges.)

In order "acilitate the proximity and inter-
.

relationship. :ical to effective coordination and

planning, the Commission and the central office of each

public segment should be located in Sacramento.

To be an effective planning and coordination

agency, the Commission must enjoy the confidence of

* See Chapter V.
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the legislative and executive branches of state govern-

ment, as well as the institutions and segments of post-

secondary education. The best way to assure the former

is to share the public appointments between the two

branches of government. The best way to assure the lat-

ter is to include representatives of all types of post-

secondary educational institutions.

The Postsecondary Education Commission should have

a clear majority of public members whose primary commit-

ment is to the citizenry of California and the quality

of education, rather than to particular institutions.

It should be composed entirely of lay persons. Hence

the institutional representatives should be members of

segmental governing boards rather than administrative

officers. The responsibility of board members is

primarily to the They can better serve the

dual role of public and institutional representatives,

and their presence on the' Commission will provide valu-

able liaison with the governing boards.

Rather than serving on the Commission itself,

segmental chief executives should constitute one of

several committees advisory to the Cohunission. Other

committees should include professiondl educators and

students.
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Finally, the Legislature, as a vital link in pro-

viding postsecondary education for Californians, also

needs special competence. Especially with increasing

federal involvement, expertise on higher education

policy matters must be readily available within the

Legislature. Additionally, such expertise would en-

hance the Legislature's capacity to sensitively fulfill

its responsibility.

RECOMMENDATIONS

17. The "master plan" approach shall be abandoned
in favor of a continuous planning process
which includes:

a) Legislative guidelines regarding goals,
social needs and general missions of the
segments

b) Continuous planning by a postsecondary
education commission

c) Reevaluation of the planning process at
ten-year intervals by the Legislature.

18. The Coordinating Council for Higher Education
shall be abolished.

19. There shall be a Postsecondary Education Com-
mission created, with constitutional status.

a) The Legislature shall have broad powers
to determine the membership, powers and
functions of the Commission.

b) Members of the Commission shall not be
employees of any institution of post-
secondary education.
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c) The Commission shall be selected so as to
be broadly and equitably representative of
the population at large.

d) The professional staff of the Commission
Shall be exempt from civil service regula-
tions.

20. The Commission shall be composed of:

a) Twelve (12) public members:

(1) six appointed by the Governor for six-
year terms

(2) three appointed by the Speaker of the
Assembly for six-year terms

(3) three appointed by the Senate Rules Com-
mittee for six-year terms

b) Seven institutional representatives:

(1) the Chairman of the University of Cali-
fornia Board of Regents or a regent de-
signated by him

(2) the Chairman of the California State
University and Colleges Board of
Trustees or a trustee designated by him

(3) the Chairman of the California Community
Colleges Board of Governors or a member
designated by him

(4) a representative of non-profit indepen-
dent higher education, appointed by the
Governor for a six-year term, upon the
advice of an organization representative
of those institutions

(5)

(6)

the Chairman of the State Board of Edu-
cation or a member designated by him

the Chairman of the California Advisory
Council on Vocational Education and Tech-
nical Training
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(7) a representative of proprietary educa-
tion, appointed by the Governor for a
six-year term, upon the advice of an
organization representative of those
institutions.

21. The Postsecondary Education Commission shall
have these functions:

a) prepare a five-year state plan for post-
secondary education; this plan shall
integrate the planning efforts of the
public segments as well as regional
plans. Conflicts or inconsistencies among
segmental plans shall be resolved by the
Commission in consultation with the seg-
ments. If such consultations are unsuc-
cessful, the Commission shall report the
unresolved issues to the Legislature with
recommendations for resolution.

b) Update the state plan annually

c) Report annually to the legislative and
executive branches as to whether seg-
mental operating and capital budgetary
requests are compatible with the state
plan

d) Act as the official state clearinghouse
for postsecondary education information
and as the primary source of information
for the Legislature, the Governor and
other agencies, and develop a comprehen-
sive data base insuring comparability
of data from diverse sources

e) Require the public institutions of post-
secondary education to submit data on
matters pertinent to effective planning
and coordination

f) Establish criteria for state support of
new and existing programs, in consulta-
tion with the public segments, the Depart-
ment of Finance and the Legislative Analyst



g) Review segmental proposals for new pro-
grams and make recommendations regarding
funding to the Legislature (The Legis-
lature shall adopt a statement of in-
tent not to fund new programs unless
favorably reviewed by the Commission.)

h) Establish a schedule for review of
existing programs (certain "core" and
experimental programs may be exempted
by mutual consent), in consultation
with the segments; evaluate the program
review processes of the segments, and
report to the Legislature

i) Determine the need for and location of
new campuses of public higher education
(The Legislature shall not authorize or
acquire sites for new institutions of
higher education unless recommended by
the Commission.)

j) Approve changes in admissiOns policies
of the University of California and the
California State University and Colleges
and of individual campuses within those
segments (The Legislature shall assume
control over admissions policies of all
segments and delegate this control to
the Commission.*)

k) Develop criteria for evaluating the effec-
tiveness of all aspects of postsecondary
education, whenever possible basing evalua-
tion criteria upon qualitative and quanti-
tative programmatic outcomes

1) Maintain a current inventory of all off-
campus programs and facilities for educa-
tion, research or community service
operated by public and private institu;
tions of postsecondary education

m) Conduct studies of projected manpower supply
and demand, in cooperation with appropriate
state agencies; disseminate the results
of such studies to public and private in-
stitutions of postsecondary education

*See Recommendation #36
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n) Prepare and transmit to the Legislature
a plan for the formulation of regional
postsecondary education councils through-
out California *

o) Serve as a stimulus to the segments and
institutions of postsecondary education
by projecting and identifying segmental
and educational needs and encouraging
adaptability to change

p) Develop and periodically review guide-
lines for adult and continuing higher
education

q) Exercise such other responsibilities as
Ore recommended in this report.**

22. The Commission shall be designated the "State
Postsecondary Education Commission" under
Section 1202 of the Education Amendments of
1972, with the following functions and
powers:

a) Comprehensive statewide planning for
postsecondary education (all functions
and duties delineated in Section 1203 of
the Education Amendments of 1972)

b) Statewide planning for and establishmeat
of an advisory council on community col-
leges (all functions and duties in re-
lation to Title X, A and B of the Edu-
cation Amendments of 1972)

c) All functions and duties in relation to
the Higher Education Facilities Act of
1963, Titles I and IV as amended, and
Title I (Continuing Education) of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended

d) Commenting to the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare on proposals for
the improvement of postsecondary education
(the reviewing and recommending functions
required by Section 404 (b) of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972)

*See Recommendation % s 37 & 38
**See Recommendation #ls 33, 40, 41, & 43
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e) Affirming when appropriate that an in-
stitution of higher education applying
for federal emergency assistance is in
distress (the functions and duties re-
quired of "the appropriate State agency"
as designated in Section 122 (b) (2) of
the Education Amendments of 1972).

23. The Commission shall be designated the agency
responsible for fiscal management and adminis-
tration of federal aid for community colleges
and occupational education under Section 1055
of the Education Amendments of 1972.

a) This agency than be charged with the sole
administration of the plans for occupational
education developed by the 1202 Commission
(Title X-B).

b) To aid in the administrative and fiscal
duties imposed by Title X-B on the 1055
agency, the Commission should establish
a panel of such persons from the post-
secondary community as it deems appro-
priate. (Section 1055 requires the
continued utie of the existing State Ad-
visory Council on Vocational Education
with the same responsibilities as pro-
vided in the Vocational Education Act of
1963).

24. The Postsecondary Education Commission and
central offices of all public segments of
postsecondary education shall be located in
Sacramento.

25. Each house of the Legislature shall improve
its policy staff capacity in postsecondary
education.
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CHAPTER V

ACCESS AND RETENTION

In the 1960 Mast_ _'-r for Higher Education, Cali-

fornia committed itself to provide a place in higher edu-

cation to every high school graduate or eighteen-year-old

able and motivated to benefit. California became the

first state or society in the history of the world to make

such a commitment. We reaffirm this pledge.

Unforturiately, our achievements have not met our

promises. Though we have made considerable progress in

the 1960's and 1970's, equality of opportunity in post-

secondary education is still far off. Economic and social

conditions and early schooling must be significantly im-

proved before equal opportunity can be realized. But

there is much that can be done by and through higher edu-

cation.

The 1960 Master Plan specified that relative high

school academic achievement, as defined by each segment,

would determine access to the University of California

(top 121/2%) and the California State Colleges (top 33 1/3 %).

Prior to the Master Plan the University accepted its stu-

dents from about the top 15%, and the state colleges from

approximately the top 50%. The Master Plan allowed 2%

exceptions per year in freshman admissions. This was
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raised to 4% in 1968, with at least half the exceptions

reserved solely for disadvantaged students.

The Master Plan also specified that community col-

leges should continue to admit any high school graduate

and other person over eighteen years of age capable of

profiting from the instruction offered. The Master Plan

Survey Team decided that:

so long as any high school graduate can be admitted
to a junior college, it will not reduce opportunity
for students willing and able to meet the require-
ments for transfer to the upper division iv the state
colleges and the University of California.

The intent of the authors of the Master Plan was to

raise admissions standards in the four-year institutions

and thereby divert 50,000 students to the community col-

leges. They believed this would raise the quality (appar-

ently equated with selectivity) of the four-year colleges

and universities.

The Master Plan Survey Team left no comprehensive

record of the assumptions underlying its admissions quo-

tas. However, our analysis of the Master Plan and sup-

porting documents suggests the following assumptions were

implicit:

- institutional aspirations for greater selectivity
should be encouraged

- the specific quotas (121/2% and 33 1/390 could be
justified by matching institutional and fiscal
resources with projected demands (though rigorous
evidence was lacking)



- efficiency in education could best be realized by
separating students on the basis of academic
ability as conventionally defined (high school)
grades, class standing and test scores)

- the quality of an educational institution is high-
ly correlated with the quality (again measured by
conventional standards) of the students admitted

- the "best" students should have the greatest range
of educational options and should receive the
"best" education (in terms of dollars spent per
student and prestige of the institution)

- segregation of students by ability would minimize
dropout rates in the four-year, more expensive
institutions

- students begin college immediately upon completion
of high school.

Several of these assumptions are at least question-

able today. The most serious criticism is that the as-

sumptions were dictated by institutional aspirations

rather than by individual needs or any well-articulated

educational philosophy.

In addition, there is a growing body of educational

research which indicates that the most selective colleges

have the least effect on students. Highly selective in-

stitutions make only a slight difference in the student's

college achievements (acadethic and extracurricular), aca-

demic ability, likelihood of completing college, level of

education achieved and choice of career. There is almost

no empirical basis for the contention that segregating

students by ability, as measured by high school achievement,
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is educationally more effective than other approaches.

Neither is there evidence that the standard instruments

for predicting college success (grades and standardized

tests) are the best possible measures of academic poten-

tial. In California the success of specially admitted

students raises serious questions about exclusive reli-

ance upon conventio%al predictive criteria.

In short, we know very little about how to match

students with institutions which meet their educational

needs and capabilities. VIP most critical element is

probably motivation, which is also the most difficult

quality to measure. As a spokesman _or the California

State University and Colleges put it: "Studies involv-

ing the predictive power of various pre-admissions indices

Show that in general there has been little improvement

made over the past 50 years."2 We do know that the cri-

teria currently in effect are very highly correlated with

ethnic and economic background.

Finally, we note the trend towards defining and

utilizing educational outcomes as a basis for evaluation

(and financing) of higher education. This makes it ques-

tionable whether institutions which accept and graduate

the students most likely to succeed (and spend more dol-

lars per student) should be regarded as the "best". As

one educational researcher recently put it, "...the best
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way to graduate a bright class is to admit a bright

class".3 But what does this say for the impact of the

institution?

In the past, high status has too readily and sim-

ply been accorded the institutions which admitted only

the "best qualified" learners. Perhaps in the future

the quality of education will be measured instead in terms

of "value added". This would look more at the process

of education and take into account what happens to the

student between entrance and graduation.

Socioeconomic Barriers to College Attendance

National studies indicate that socioeconomic status

is more important than intelligence in determining college

attendance. A 1968 study of 10,000 high school graduates

in the lowest 40% ability distribution showed that if the

student had a father of high level occupation, there was

a 57% chance he would attend college; if the student had

a father of low level occupation, there was a 20% chance

he would attend college. 4 Socioeconomic status was found

to be particularly important in determining college at-

tendance patterns for women.

In California, persons from low-incow.: families are

significantly underrepresented in public higher education.
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As indicated in Table III, there is a clear correla-.

tion between family income and the segment of California

higher education a student attends. The average family

income for a University of California student is $15,160

(nearly the family income for the average student attend-

ing a private institution), for a California State Univer-

sity and College student $12,330, and a California Com-

munity College student $11,420. (See Table III).

Barriers Related to Ethnic Background

A similar discrepancy is evident with ethnic minor-

ities. Blacks, Mexican-Americans, Asians and Native

Americans represent 32.3% of the state's population.

However, they comprise only 20.9% of the enrollment in

the California Community Colleges, 16.2% in the California

State University and Colleges, and 14.7% in the Univer-

sity of California. (See Table IV).

It is evident that individuals of lows- income minor-

ity groups suffer from double discrimination.

An Invisible Ba=ier

The ultimate objective of any admissions policy is

to enable the student to attend the institution best

suited to his or her interests and abilities. Informed
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student choice plays a crucial role in this process.

Sadly, a frequent and almost universal complaint from

students throughout California is that information and

counseling on college opportunities are seriously defi-

cient. The heavy workload of high school counselors and

the increasing complexity of the college admissions and

financial aids processes mitigate against informed stu-

dent choice.

Another obstacle to informed student choice is in-

stitutional competition for students. As enrollments

level off and even decline, more aggressive recruiting

will become common (admissions policies have already

been significantly altered when campuses have been

threatened with a decline in students and a correspond-

ing decline in funding). Competition for students can

be healthy if it provides superior educational services

and meets legitimate student needs. However, there is

danger such competition will escalate into public rela-

tions projects designed to fill institutional capacities

without regard for the good of the student. The best

protection against such excesses is consumer-oriented

counseling.

Geographic Barriers

The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education observed
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that:

young people who live in suburban areas are more
likely to attend college than those living in inner
cities or in non-metropolitan areas, and that those
living in the poverty portions of large metropol-
itan areas are especially unlikely to attend col-
lege.6

Access problems also exist in rural areas. A recent

study which encompassed thirteen northeastern California

counties revealed significant unmet desire and demand for

postsecondary education services.7

Age Barriers

Most educational planning, including projections of

financial aids needs, is based upon assumptions about a

"college age" population, usually between eighteen and

the mid-twenties. Such assumptions create impressions

among young people that they should be in college wheth-

er or not they have need and motivation; older persons

are led to believe there is no place for them in college.

Yet the decision about when to attend college should be

highly individual. Some people may be ready to benefit

from Postsecondary education at the age of 17, others

would be better served at 45. The Department of Labor

estimates that before long the average person will be

changing careers three times in a lifetime. This sug-

gests a need for retraining at several ages.
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There are indications that older students do better

in postsecondary education. The most frequently cited

example is the World War II GI's. There is no exhaustive

data but some impressions that the same is true of Viet-

nam and Peace Corps returnees. Yet admissions, financial

aids and p"ogram development policies continue to focus

upon the traditional age group.

Articulation

Significant numbers of community college students

transfer to the four-year institutions (see Table V).

Perhaps it is more significant that greater numbers do

not. In any event, students commonly report difficulty

in smoothly making the transfer.

Some students attend a community college initially

because of personal, financial or geographic barriers.

Smooth transfer to four-year institutions is essential

for us to have truly equal opportunity in admissions.

Especially as we continue to have large increases in

community college enrollments, careful attention to arti-

culation processes is critical.

Particular problems include counseling, adequate

information, financial aids, recognition of credits,

adequate space, and equal treatment.
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TABLE V

Articulation Data - Fall, 1969*

Transfers from California Community Colleges to:

CSUC 28,207 (Total full time equiva-
lent 186,366)

UC 4,450 (Total full time equiva-
lent 104,248)

Evaluation of High School Records

We are conzerned about measurements being made too

early in life, cutting off a person's chances for higher

education. The use of high school records in determin-

ing qualification for admission to an institution of

higher education should not be inflexible, nor should

it penalize a student whose ability develops or is dis-

covered late. We are also concerned that course require-

ments not be so numerous and specific that they in ef-

fect dictate the curriculum of the high schools.

Retention and Attrition

California is a national leader in the proportion

and number of high school graduates admitted to some

*Source of Data: Legislative Analyst
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type of postsecondary educational institution. However,

California is among the lowest in the country in the pro-

portion of students completing college.8

The Newman task force on higher education observed

in 1971:

Access alone does not lead to a successful educa-
tion. It means only the exposure of a particular
age group to whatever educational institutions
there are, and not the quality of the experience
they are likely to find there. When the Task Force
looked behind the growth statistics, they were
found to mask a major phenomenon: the surprisingly
large and growing number of students who voluntar-
ily drop out of college.9

It went on to cite a study of the California State

University and Colleges which showed that only 13% of

entering freshmen graduate in four years from the college

they enter. Had they looked at the California Community

Colleges, they would have found even more alarming rates

of attrition.

Yet we have insufficient information about attrition

and its causes. We have found few studies of these stu-

dents, why they leave higher education institutions, and

where or whether they eventually resume their education.

A national study of college dropouts by Alexander W.

Astin cited the following as principal predictors of per-

sistence in higher education:1°

- grades in high school and scores on tests of aca-
demic ability
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- high degree aspirations at time of college en-
trance

- financing college education chiefly through and
from parents, scholarship or personal savings

- not being employed during the school year
- being male.

By this discussion we do not mean to imply that

every student should obtain a degree. The higher educa-

tion experience may assist many students in deciding to

drop out of college to pursue other activities. But

participation in higher education for even a brief period

is of positive value to both the student and society.

Furthermore, there are a number of students who achieve

their educational objectives without obtaining a degree,

such as those who choose a specific technical or voca-

tional program at community colleges.

The Newman task force has highlighted the social and

public policy questions of access and retention:

We can assume that society fulfills its obligations
simply by providing the opportunity for as many as
possible to enter college. Success cannot and
should not be guaranteed. High dropout rates are
not inconsistent with our commitment to broad access,
but rather reflect the maintenancc of rigorous aca-
demic standards and our insistence that a college
degree represents real achievement.

Or we can assume that society's obligation (and its
own self-interest, as well) is to provide more than
just the chance to walk through the college gate -
that there must also be access to a useful and per-
sonally significant educational experience.

These assumptions are not mutually exclusive. Some

dropouts perhaps should never have entered college. Yet
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others might have succeeded if the education available

had been tailored to their individual needs. Evidence

indicates that when an institution attempts to hire fac-

ulty and develop curriculum relevant to a specific clien-

tele, the result is greater persistence and higher grad-

uation rates for that clientele.

Integrated Admissions Policies

Any alteration of admissions criteria by one insti-

tution or segment will impact on the entire system of

postsecondary education. These decisions, therefore,

ghoul 1 not be made autonomously. It is necessary to

establish some central regulation over these policies

to assure overall patterns of equal access, and to pre-

vent unbridled competition for students. Therefore, we

propose that th Legislature assume jurisdiction of under-

graduate admissions policies for all segments. This autho-

rity should be delegated to the Postsecondary Education

Commission which would be empowered to approve changes in

segmental or institutional admissions policies.

Conclusion

We are concerned with the racial imbalance in public

institutions of higher education, especially with the
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increase as we move from community colleges through the

California State University and Colleges to the Univer-

sity of California. Many persons believe the three-tier

system is inherently racist because socioeconomic and

cultural conditions in the early experience of minority

persons leave them unable to measure up to the admissions

standards of the four-year segments.

For that very reason an open aftissions system is

often suggested, and was considered by the Joint Committee.

Such a policy, could open up every public institution in

all three segments to any high school graduate or 18-year-

old seeking admission.

One argument offered in opposition is that such a

policy would dilute the quality of our four-year segments.

Another is that, in effect, we already have an open ad-

missions policy since there is a place in higher education

for every Californian because of the open door policy of

the community colleges.

But another reason has influenced our decision re-

garding a total open admissions policy. There is little

evidence that the four-year institutions are more respon-

sive to the learning needs of these students than are the

community colleges.

We are concerned lest the community colleges be seen
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as convenient places to shepherd the "less qualified"

learners, or become places where their aspirations are

cooled. Hopefully, every institution of higher education

in California will strive always to facilitate each stu-

dent's learning to the very fullest of his or her poten-

tial.

RECOMMENDATIONS

26. The Legislature shall reaffirm the commitment
of the State of California to provide an appro-
priate place in California public higher educa-
tion for every student willing and able to
benefit from attendance.

27. A major goal of California for the remainder
of the 1970's shall be to insure that consider-
ations of quality early schooling, ethnic group-
ing, family income, geographic location, and
age no longer impede the access of any citizen
who can benefit from higher education.

28. By 1980, each segment of California public
higher education shall approximate the general
ethnic, sexual and economic composition of the
state.

a. Each segment s'aall prepare a plan for
achieving this objective and report an-
nually to the Postsecondary Education
Commission on its progress. The Commission
shall integrate and transmit the reports
to the Legislature with comments and recom-
mendations.

b. This goal shall be achieved by provision
of additional student spaces and not by
the rejection of any qualified student.

c. Institutions located in areas with concen-
trations of persons who have not had access
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to higher education in the past shall have
a special responsibility for achievement
of this goal.

29. The following admissions criteria shall be
adopted:

a. The California Community Colleges shall
continue to accept all applicants who are
high school graduates and all adults who
can benefit from the instruction offered.

b. The California State University and Colleges
shall select first time freshmen from among
the 33 1/3% of high school graduates most
capable of benefiting from the instruction
offered.

c. The University of California shall select
first time freshmen from among the 121/2% of
high school graduates most capable of bene-
fiting from the instruction offered.

d. Both the California State University and Col-
leges and the University of California shall
have the flexibility to utilize different
criteria for admitting up, to 121/4% of their
freshmen classes.

1) to meet the objective specified in
Recommendation #28

2) to conduct controlled experiments de-
signed to identify those students who
are most capable of o-ofiting from
their instructional programs

e. Each segment shall report annually to the
Legislature through the Postsecondary
Education Commission on the utilization
of the 121/2% flexibility.

f. The criteria set forth in this recommenda-
tion shall not necessarily be applied to
innovative programs designed to serve
adults beyond the normal age of college
attendance.

g. The segments and/Or institutions of higher
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education may with the approval of the
Postsecondary Education Commission alter
the admissions criteria established in
b, c, and d above. The conditions which
might justify alteration include:

1) new knowledge bised upon controlled
experiments, carried out within the
segments, which might provide a new
basis for targeting students most like-
ly to profit from instruction offered

2) capacities of segments and institutions

3) the needs of a geographic area

4) the programs of a specific institution.

h. Admissions criteria within the parameters
specified in these recommendations need not
be applied uniformly within each segment.
The criteria are sufficiently flexible to
allow for and encourage diversity of stu-
dent mix within multicampus systems.

30. To facilitate the transfer of qualified students
from two-year to four-year colleges and univer-
sities:

a. The University of California and California
State University and Colleges shall continue
to maintain a ceiling of 40% lower division
students (we intend this to be a ceiling,
not a floor; a campus may fall below 40%
or even eliminate the lower division if
circumstances justify).

b. Transfer students who were eligible for
admission as freshmen to a four-year seg-
ment and who have maintained satisfactory
academic standing shall continue to be
eligible for admission at any undergraduate
level to that segment.

c. Each campus within the four-year segments
of public higher education shall implement
measures to insure that upper division
transfer students receive parity in admis-
sions and course enrollments with previously
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enrolled students.

d. The Postsecondary Education Commission
shall assume full responsibility for
coordinating transfer procedures among
the public segments of California higher
education.

31. The University of California and the Cali-
fornia State University and Colleges shall de-
velop a common undergraduate applications system
similar to that used by each segment internally.

a. There shall be a single application forth
and fee for all four-year public institu-
tions.

b. The applicant shall designate the institu-
tions of his choice amongst the campuses
in both segments.

32. Fee structures, admissions policies, and finan-
cial aids policies and programs shall eliminate
discrimination against part-time students and
students choosing to combine education with
other experiences such as work or travel, by
"stopping in" and "stopping out".

33. The state shall establish on an experimental
basis (piloted for five years) independent post-
secondary education counseling centers in
several urban areas.

a. These centers shall offer college opportun-
ity information and counseling to any po-
tential applicant.

b. Counseling shall include information on
proprietary schools and vocational educa-
tion opportunities, as well as higher
education.

c. The centers shall provide continually up-
dated information for high school counselors
responsible for college counseling.

d. They shall coordinate recruiting and coun-
seling pools among neighboring institutions
to facilitate admission of educationally
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disadvantaged candidates.

e. The Postsecondary Education Commission shall
be responsible for administering, staffing
and evaluating these programs.

f. Staff shall be employees of the Postsecon-
dary Education Commission.

34. Insofar as the four-year segments use high
school achievement as the criterion for fresh-
man admissions:

a. the high school records used shall normally
begin with the 10th year

b. methods shall be devised to assess compe-
tencies rather than requiring specific high-
school courses

c. when specific courses are required, no stu-
dent attending high school on a full-time
basis shall be required to devote more than
two-thirds of his program to fulfilling
course requirements.

35. It shall be the policy of the state that a com-
munity college be located within reasonable
commuting distance of any concentration of
potential students.

36. The Legislature shall assume responsibility
for the undergraduate admissions policies of
the public segments of California higher edu-
cation, and shall empower the Postsecondary
Education Commission to approve changes in
segmental or institutional admissions poli-
cies.
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CHAPTER VI

COOPERATION BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS

The preceding chapters and recommendations speci-

fied steps California must take to develop coordinated

systems of postsecondary education capable of offering

comprehensive educational services. Coordination and

planning at the state and system office levels are cri-

tical. However, these efforts will be insufficient

unless similar steps are taken at the institutional and

regional levels.

The two four-year segments have statewide missions

and in some instances serve a statewide clientele. But

this does not preclude local responsibility. The loca-

tion of a college or university has a significant impact

upon the surrounding geographic community. Institutions

of higher education have a responsibility to be aware of

the educational needs of their local communities and to

be responsive to those needs.

The potential for enhancing educational and econom-

ic effectiveness through cooperation within segments,

and between institutions in different segments, has not

been aggressively explored in California. The little

cooperation which does occur is predominantly intra-

segmental. There are some indications of renewed
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interest in interinstitutional cooperation on the part

of some California colleges and universities. Yet

there is still an overriding emphasis upon institutional

interests and objectives, rather than upon the interests

of the students, communities, and regions which the in-

stitutions are expected to serve.

The traditional concept of a campus as an aca-

demically self-sufficient unit able or striving to

meet all the needs of its students and faculty seems

little disturbed by the changes that have occurred in

the surrounding social environment.

A study team commissioned by the Joint Committee

found few examples of cooperation between the state's

three systems of public higher education or between

-public and private institutions. The segmental struc-

ture in California has often encouraged intrasegmental

cooperation at the cost of creating greater obstacles

to cooperation across segmental lines. The San Francisco

Consortium is the only multipurpose cooperative arrange-

ment involving institutions from each of the three

public systems.

The study team concluded that the failure to form

cooperative alliances across segmental lines is due to

lack of interest within, and lack of inducements from

without.
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It also found--

- More cooperation is necessary because non -
craditional forms of education require new
organizational forms and because there is
not going to be enough money to enable each
institution to do everything it wants to do
on i's own.

- The smaller private colleges and the commu-
nity colleges appear to be more sensitive
to the need for cooperation.

Cooperation within segments is important.
It does not obviate the need for cooperation
among different kinds of institutions. Each
institution should be able tc pursue its
own strengths without the necessity of dupli-
cating programs and services that may be
better performed by another institution.

There are only two examples of systematic
faculty exchange agreements involving more
than a few individuals. These arrangements
are between institutions in the private
sector.

Student exchange arrangements or formal
agreements tor cross-registration or con-
current enrollment'are much more common
than faculty sharing. This does not mean,
however, that large numbers of students
are permitted to.enroll at a second insti-
tution. The evidence is that most exchange
agreements involve only a relatively few
students.

Formal student exchange agreements occur
most frequently at the community college
level. Several private institutions have
small exchange programs in areas in which
at least one of the participants has a very
strong program. Among the larger colleges
and universities, there seems to be a common
belief that their students have no needs
which these campuses cannot satisfy them-
selves.
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- There appears to be very little cooperative
use of plant and equipment among California's
public and private institutions of higher
education.

If planning is to be truly comprehensive, it must

have a -egional component. For each region of the state

there should be a determination of the total demand

for postsecondary education and of the availability of

resources to meet that demand. Beyond planning, proce-

dures should be developed in each region and across the

state for sharing of facilities and faculty and for cross-

registration of students. As educators and lay citizens

come together to plan and cooperate, other avenues for

interinstitutional cooperation will become apparent for

California.

Interinstitutional cooperation recognizes and

builds on institutional diversity. Different institu-

tions do different things well; few institutions are

able to offer an exhaustive range of educational ser-

vices. Through interinstitutional cooperation the stu-

dent in one institution can have access to the resources

of other institutions and segments.

Exploration and development of interinstitutional

cooperation will require commitment on the part of the

state, the Postsecondary Education Commission and the

higher education community. The establishment of region-

al councils is an essential first step. Each council
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should include community representatives as well as

representatives of each institution within the region.

The initial effort of these councils should be in the

area of comprehensive planning.

If such councils are created and receive strong

support from the Legislature, Governor, Postsecondary

Education Commission, and public and private educational

institutions, California can increase its capacity to

offer and enhance postsecondary education.

Some persons fear that the efforts to accelerate

development of cooperative activities would jeopardize

current voluntary efforts of a less ambitious nature

within each segment. But the two are not mutually ex-

clusive. Opportunities for interinstitutional coopera-

tion will be severely limited as long as the initiative

must come from the segments rather_than from the individ-

ual campuses and the proposed regional councils.

RECOMMENDATIONS

37, The Postsecondary Education Commission shall
pLepare and transmit to the Legislature a
plan for establishing regional councils
throughout the state; each council shall be
composed of community representatives and
representatives of each institution within
the region.

38. The regional councils shall promote inter-
institutional cooperation and comprehensive
regional planning. specific functions shall
include:
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a. determining total demand, present
and projected, for postsecondary
education in each region

b. determining availability of public
and private resources to meet de-
mands for postsecondary education

c. finding methods for effectively
utilizing or increasing educational
resources

d. developing policies and procedures
for the cross-registration of
students and sharing of faculty and
facilities

39. Regional planning shall have high priority in
the use of federal grants for comprehensive
statewide planning.
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CHAPTER VII

NEW DIRECTIONS

The basic delivery system of higher education was

developed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and

has remained basically unchanged since. This system as-

sumes that a college or university is a physical location

where students and teachers assemble, and that a college

education consists of four years of courses. This as-

sumption of space and time has, as one writer puts it,

"obscured a vision of the future that may not only be

more plausible, but also more desirable".1

Technological changes, the necessity for providing

postsecondary education to persOns who cannot come to the

campus as full-time students, and a new skepticism about

the use of credit hours and degrees as indicators of

learning are forcing a reevaluation of campus-oriented

traditional higher education.

Until recently, expanding access to higher education

meant allowing greater numbers of ch7-sons in the 18 to

24-year-old age group to attend a college or university.

In the future, postsecondary education will be less

campus-bound and will serve persons in all age groups.

Many individuals have neither the time nor'resources to

attend a conventional college or university. Yet their
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needs for postsecondary education are often at least as

great as the needs of those who attend conventional col-

leges and universities.

Some potential students, who might be served by

alternative delivery systems and off-campus learning

include:

- those who cannot afford the time or cost of con-
ventional higher education

- those whose ethnic backgrotind has constrained
them from full participation in the educational
establishment

- those whose secondary preparation has been inade-
quate

- those with interests and talents not served by
traditional education

- those whose educational progress has been inter-
rupted by illness, military service or other tem-
porary conditions

- those who have failed to take advantage of educa-
tional opportunity and come to regret it

- those who have become technologically unemployed
and must retool themselves in mid-career

- those-who ace elderly and found no educational
opportunities present at an earlier age

- those who are in prisons or hospitals or confined
by illness in their homes

- those who are increasingly bored with the routine
of a highly technological society or faced with
increased leisure time

- those who must move frequently in order to accom-
pany spouses or pursue careers.

The results of a recent national survey of adult
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learning needs (see Table #VI) risveal od a great unmet de-

mand for adult education but little enthusiasm for

attending traditional colleges and universities. Cau-

tion is advisable in applying results of a national study

to a single state. But limited market surveys undertaken

by the University of California and the California State

University and Colleges, and a recent study of education-

al needs in northeastern California, tend to confirm exist-

ence in California of a large unmet need for postsecond-

ary education. We are concerned about meeting that

need.

Certification

There are many ways of acquiring knowledge and com-

petencies besides attending college. It is wasteful of

time and resources of individuals and the state to insist

that persons who have acquired knowledge outside the

classroom return to college to accumulate academic credit

hours for; a degree. In addition, some persons are highly

mobile and never have the opportunity to remain in one

institution long enough to fulfill residency require-

ments for degrees. There should be an agency which can

evaluate their extramural learning, including work ex-

perience, and award a degree when the requisite knowledge
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Table VI

WHAT ADULTS WOULD LIKE TO STUDY

Vocational subjects (architecture, business skills.
commercial art, computer science, cosmetology.
education and teacher training, engineering,
industrial trades, journalism, law, management
skills, medicine and dentistry, nursing, salesman-
ship, technical skills) . .

Total
Choices

First
Choice

78.2% 43.0%
Hobb es and recreation (crafts, fine and visual arts,

flight training, performing arts, safety, sports and
games, travel and living in foreign countries) 62.8% 13.4%

Home and family life (child development, gardening
and flower arranging, home repairs, sewing and
cooking) 56.0% 12.0%

Personal development (investment, occult sciences.
personal psychology, physical fitness and self-
development, public speaking) 54.3% 6.8%

General education (basic er4Jcation, biological
sciences, creative writing, E.ighsh-language train-
ing, great books. humanities, languages. physical
sciences, social sciences) 47 9% 12.6%

Public affairs (citizenship, community problems and
organizations, consumer education, environ-
mental studies, public a. airs) 36.3% 4.5%

Religious studies 15.4% 3.0%
Agriculture and farming 10.9% 2.9%

WHERE ADULTS CHOOSE TO STUDY
--.,

) Wouldbe
Learners Learners

Public high school (day or evening) 15.8% 9.1%
Community-run "free school" 10.4% 26%
Public two-year college or technical school 9.8% 5.9%
Home 9.6% 16.9%
Four-year college or university 8.5% 5.5%
Private trade or business school 7.6% 2.9%
Business or industrial site 4.9% 5.3%Individual instructor 4.7% 4.4%
Employer 4.6% 13.1%
Correspondence school 36% 2.4%
Community or social organization 32% 61%
Fine arts, performing arts, or crafts stidio 2.8% 0.2%
Graduate school 2.6% 2.4%
Religious institution or group 1.9% 6.3%
Government agency (federal, state, local) 1.6% 5.5%
Recreational or sports group . 1.2% 2.1%
Library or other cultural institution 1.1% 2.2%
Other site - 1.3% 1,6%

MAIN OBSTACLES TO ADULTS' LEARNING
Cost, including tuition and all incidentals 53.0%
Not enough time 46.2%
Don't want to go to school full-time 35.1%
Home responsibilities 32.1%
Job responsibilities 28.4%
Amount of time required to complete program 20.8%
Afraid that I'm too old to begin 17.2%
No information about where I can get what I want 16.5%
Courses I want aren't scheduled when I can attend 15.7%
Strict attendance requirements . . . . 14.9%
NOTE Would-be learners are individuals who would like to study in the coming year, learners

are those who have studied within the past year Data compiled in summer of 1912.

ao

SOURCE COMMISSION ON NON-TIOSITIONAL STUDY
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is attained.

Conventional colleges and universities nearlyflmonop-

olize the certification and credentialing functions in

our society. We believe these functions have been over-

emphasized by society and institutions of higher educa-

tion. There should be alternative means of attaining

credentials, certificates and degrees for persons who

acquire the necessary competencies but are unable or

unwilling to participate in conventional postsecondary

education. The availability of alternative routes to

certification would allow qualified persons to advance

educationally, occupationraly and professionally. It

would. release "captiie audie:o;-es" (those whose only in-

terest is,in acquiring a passport to employment) from

colleges and universities. And it would free institu-

tions of education from domination by credentialing func-

tions to concentrate on learning. Learning, not creden-

tialing, is the primary purpose of higher education.

Off-Campus Learni-a

In the foreseeable future, conventional campuses

will continue to play a most important role in providing

higher education. However, they must be complemented by

new approaches.
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We are particularly concerned with the development

of off-campus programs which attenpt to bring postsecond-

ary education to the student. If properly developed,

these can enhance access and choice for the people of

California.

Some of the characteristics of these extended forms

of higher education include new student clientele, new

instructional techniques, new uses of media, off-campus

settings, credit by examination, Rnd credit for work and

other non-academic experiences. Many of these techniques 4

have been in existence for a long time but their magni-

tude and importance is increasing. Several approaches

utilize outcomes evaluation of learning, shifting the

emphasis from hours spent in a classroou and study to

educational achievements.

At the present time in California many public and

private colleges and universities are developing pro-

grams for delivering education to the learner where'ver

he or she may be. In the public sector, several com-

munity colleges have long offered off-campus educational

services to persons unable to attend college for reasons

of age, geographical location, or other commitments. The

California State University and Colleges have recently

established a Commission on External Degrees. The Univer-
sity of California is developing its Extended University.



Several major policy issues are raised by these

conditions and developments. Should California commit

itself to off-campus learning? If so, how should pro-

grams be developed? Should each segment establish and

pursue an independent course of action? Would an inte-

grated state approach be more effective?

A New Segment

We believe California should commit itself to ex-

tended learning where there is a need and clientele for

this type of educational service. We have concluded

that statewide integrated effort iq likely to be more

effective than a fragmented effort with each segment

defining its own goals and interests. We propose that

a fourth public segment, the California Cooperative Uni-

versity, be established in California. It should have

the primary responsibility for planning and coordinating

off-campus programs and should be authorized to offer

its own programs and award credits and degrees.

The first mission of the new segment would be to

develop and submit a state plan for off-campus post-

secondary education to the Postsecondary Education Com-

mission and to the Legislature. The Cooperative Univer-

sity is to coordinate the efforts of the segments in
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extended learning and to provide programs under its own

auspices when there are needs the segments are not meet-

ing. It is to work with the regional councils (proposed

in Chapter VI) in assessing need for off-campus postsecond-

ary education and resources available to meet the needs.

The Cooperative University should also develop

methods of recognizing achievement on the basis of exper-

iential learning and equivalency tests. One function

should be to establish and maintain a "credit bank". Those

persons who accumulate credits from several sources con-

ventional academic work, work experience, and tests)

can have records of their achievement evaluated and

maintained, and can be awarded degrees when appropriate.

Finally, the new segment, in conjunction with the exist-

ing segments, is to develop and implement alternative

delivery systems. These should include individualized

and independent study through television and computer-

based instruction.

The concept of a fourth segment will not be popular

with many leaders in the California higher education

community. Many of these persons sincerely believe that

any new educational programs should be developed exclu-

sively through existing institutions. Some see them-

selves as the guardians of academic standards and fear

an erosion if some aspects of higher education -are outside
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their jurisdiction. Others fear that competition from

another segment will have an adverse impact upon their

institutions. Still others envision external programs

as a method of maintaining institutional growth at a time

when the normal college age popOlation is increasing very

slowly.

We have carefully considered each of these posi-

tions. There are dangers in any new undertak.ng, but

there are greater risks in failing to take the initi-

atives dictated by societal and educational needs.

Several considerations prompt our decision to

create a fourthpublic segment.

First, we find ourselves lagging behind other states

in moving towards making off-campus educational services

available to our citizens.

Next, the e;:pertise of the staffs, and, particularly

of the faculties of the University of California and the

California State University and Colleges, is in the area

of conventional classroom education. In an extensive

survey, we found little interest on the part of faculties

in external programs. Yet, as we have watched the de-

velopment of external programs within the segments, we

have seen the faculties establish virtual control over

the programs. We agree that high standards should be

maintained and protected, but there is an unhealthy
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tendency on the part of the faculties to equate high

standards with conventional approaches. We believe

faculty as individuals should be encouraged to partici-

pate in external programs of their cwn Lnstitutions and

of the fourth segment. However, we do not believe the
.

collective faculty should have an effective veto over

the development of these programs. We see little pos-

sibility for curricular innovation and new approaches,

to learning keyed to new clientele as long as

Bourses and programs must be channeled through conven-

tional departments and academic senates. There should

be quality controls for all extended learning programs.

However, quality does not mean giving the most power to

. those with the least commitment to the programs.

Third, it seems likely that external programs, if

left fragmented, will be more responsive to institution-

al interests than to the eGucation needs of the people

of California. We have observed little evidence of

joint planning or cooperation on the part of those re-

sponsible for the University of California and Cal...for-

nia State University and Collcges programs. Though

there some sharing of data, coordination is almost

nonexistent. Coordination should begin while the pro-

grams are in their early development, not after their

directions are largely determined. Development of
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autonomous external programs will only add to problems

of coordination and planning.

Finally, the segmental organization of California

higher education seems inappropriate to many of the

new approaches. Such constraints, as the separation

of lower and upper division, are not likely'to facilitate

nontraditional learning.

The Postsecondary Education Commission should de-

velop and submit to the Legislature a plan for establish-

ment of the California Cooperative University. The

plan should include provisions for an autonomous

governing board independent of the other segments, a

small administrative staff and faculty, but no campuses.

The new segment is not to be governed or administered

by the Postsecondary Education Commission or any state

agency. It is to be fully accredited.

"The College of California"

A report prepared for the Joint Committee recom-

mended that California establish a new educational in-

stitution designed and staffed by nonacademic profession-

al leaders for comprehensive adult education.* The

*Alternative Forms of Hi her Education for California



concept of involving practitioners of various profes-

sions in the educational process ha:- merit. The Post -

secondary Education Commission should undertake a feasi-

bility study to determine the need and value for this

type of education. If it is determined that the propo-

sal for a, "College of California" should be implemented,

the concept should be incorporated into the Cooperative

University.

Institutionalizing Innovation

Second only to the need to institutionalize diver-

sity is the need to institutionalize innovati:;n. Through

carefully controlled experimentation we can discover more

about the learning process, about how to serve new and

diverse clientele and how to improve cost effectiveness

and productivity. The development of this new knowledge

is essential to the continuing vitality of California

higher education. It will require commitment of re-

sources, imagination and energy on the part of the state

and our institutions of higher education.

We endorse the Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-

tion's recent recommendation that each college and uni-

versity annually reallocate 1 to 3 percent of existing

resources for new endeavors.
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Commitment to self-renewal should exist at every

level - state, segmental institutional, departmental,

etc. The state should establish a continuing fund for

the support of innovations in postsecondary education.

The fund should be administered by the Postsecondary

Education Commission with the assistance of an advisory

committee to review proposals.

The State Postsecondary Education Commission should

develop and submit to the Legislature a plan for admin-

istering the innovation fund. The plan should include

the following provisions:

- Funds should be awarded on a contractual basis
upon acceptance of proposals.

- Individuals or institutions in public or private
non-profit postsecormary education should be
eligible to apply. A healthy competition for
experimentation funds is desirable.

- No project bhould be supported for more than
three years. After evaluation, successful proj-
ects should be integrated into institutional and
segmental budgets; others should be.dropped.

- Pt least ten percent cf each grant is to be used
for evaluation and dissemination of results. An
advantage of a state-sponsored innovation fund
is that results can more easily be made available
to all institutions of higher education in Cali-
fornia.

RECOMMENDATIONS

40. The state shall establish a fourth segment of
California public postsecondary education.
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a. Responsibilities shall include:

(1) developing and submitting to the
Postsecondary Education Commission
and the Legislature a state plan
for extended forms of higher educa-
tion. The purpose of such a plan is
to: coordinate the segmental efforts,
statewide and regionally; provide for
development of new programs when
there are needs unmet by the other
statewide segments; and establish
policies and procedures in such areas
as funding, admissions, and financial
aids

(2) awarding credits on the basis of ex-
periential learning and equivalency
tests

(3) maintaining a credit bank for persons
who accumulate academic credit through
several channels: postsecondary in-
stitutions, work experience, tests

(4) awarding degrees

(5) developing and implementing alter-
native delivery systems including
individualized and independent study

b. This segment shall consist of a minimum
of administrative staff and faculty but
shall have no campuses.

c. The Postsecondary Education Commission
shall develop a plan for implementation
of this proposal, including governance
mechanisms for the new segment.

41. The Postsecondary Education Commission shall
study the proposal for an institution operated
by non-academic professionals and report to
the Legislature on the need, feasibility and
costs.
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42. Each public institution of higher education
in the state should redeploy 1 - 3% of its
'annual operating budget for the purposes of
supporting innovative programs.

43. The Legislature shall establish a fund to
-support innovation in postsecondary education.

a. The fund shall be supported at the level
of 3% of the annual state operating bud-
get for_ postsecondary education.

b. It shall be utilized to support: innova-
tive proposals for providing educational
services to new clientele; new curricul_um
and pedagogy; greater cost effectiven,Js
and productivity.

c. Individuals or institutions in non-profit
postsecondary education shall be eligible
for grants.

d. A minimum of 10% of each grant shall be
used for evaluation and dissemination of
results.

e. No project shall be pported by this
find for more than ticee years.

f. The Postsecondary Pducation Committee
shall develop and submit to the Legisla-
ture a plan for administering the innovation
fund.



CHAPTER VIII

INDEPENDENT HIGHER EDUCATION

Independent or private non-profit institutions

provide significant higher education to Californians -

both quantitatively and qualitatively. They constitute

a major resource and play an integral part in California's

total higher education effort.

These institutions number approximately seventy, about

fifty of which collectively form the Association of

Independent California Colleges and UniversitLes (AICCU).

In 1971-72, AICCU institutions enrolled more than 118,000

full- and part-time students (a larger number than attends

the University of California), the equivalent of over

98,000 full-time students. They granted more than

24,000 degrees in 1970-71.1 Generally they are charac-

terized by the following:

- independence of control and governing authority

- mcre diverse sources of financial support

- lack of governmental bureaucracy

- freedom to innovate and to meet Students' needs

- diversity of missions, size, functions, and
educational programs

- freedom to be more directly concerned about
personal, ethical and moral values.

- high student charges
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The value of these institutions lies both in their

response to the educational needs and wants of many

Californians, andand in the diversity they add to Cali-

fornia's total system 1f higher education. They offer

unique opportunities for innovation and experimentation

in .ligher education. Also, they divert large numbers of

students who would theoretically otherwise enroll

in public institutions at a direct cost to taxpayers.

At this roint in time, California's independent

colleges and universities aln increasingly concerned

about their own survival and viability - a concern

shared by the Joint Committee. The growth rate of student

enrollments has slowed and is projected to level in the

1980's. This combines with economic factors to pose a ser-

ious concern about the future of these institutions.

- For whateue.r reasons (and recognizing a national

trend in the same direction), California's independent

institutions experienced an 8.5 percent decline in

freshman applications and a 5.2 percent decline in

transfer applications from April of 1971 to April of

1972. Twelve institutions experienced a decrease in the

number of full-time undergraduate itudents during that

period.2

The major reason is probably the dramatically widened
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"tuition gap" - the difference between what it costs

a student to attend an independent institution and what

it costs him to attend a public institution. California

maintains a mixed no- and low-tuition policy while in-

flation and other rising costs have greatly increased

tuition at the independent institutions. So the tuition

gap has widened by $1332 during the last 16 years. In

1956, it was $546. In 1972, it was $1878. In the Fall

of 1973, it is likely to be $2000.3

In addition to the widening tuition gap and the

decline in applications, many of the private colleges

have suffered budgetary crises in recent years. In

1968-69, these institutions had a combined surplus of

$2.5 million. In 1970-71, there was a combined de-

ficit of $6 million, although the number of institu-

tions with operating deficits had decreased from 26 to

23.4

So the policy question is whether or not California

has a responsibility to assure the survival, quality

and vitality of these institutions. And, if the answer

is yes, how does the state do so without interfering

with institutional independence and autonomy? If, in

fact, state financial assistance is necessary for their

very survival, the matter of assuring quality becomes

critical. The state government has a responsibility



to assure that taxpayers' money is spent for quality

education. We do not imply, however, that the quality

of independent institutions is generalll luestioned.

California's constitution specifically prohibits

the appropriation of public money for the support of

any sectarian or denominational school, or any school

not under the exclusive control of the officers of the

public schools. While the Constitution Revision Com-

mission in 1970 recommended a change to allow direct

assistance to nonsectarian private institutions, there

has been little progress towards legislative implementa-

tion.

The conflicting values of state responsibility and

institutional autonomy are probably best reconciled with

the continuation and expansion of current programs

which channel funds through students rather than direct-

ly to institutions. The Joint Committee has concluded

that this approach has educational and economic merit.

Channeling aid through the consumer also increases stu-

dent options.

California operates a state scholarship program

which permits recipients to use their award at any ac-

credited public or private institution of higher edu-

cation in the state. In 1971-72, nearly 47 percent
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of the scholarships, representing almost 80 percent of

state scholarship dollars, were used at independent

colleges and universities. According tc the 1973-74

Governor's Budget, the average cost of a state scholar-

snip for a student at an independent college is less

than the average cost to the state (including capital

outlay) of educating a scholarship student at the

University of California.5

The Legislature has authorized state scholarships

for 3.5 percent of high school graduates. Expansion

of this and other programs, as proposed in Chapter IX,

would maximize student choice and further aid higher

education's independent sector.

If the levels of student aid we lilave proposed

do not meet the financial problems of the independent

institutions, then the Legislature and the Postsecondary

Education Commission should explore and evaluate the

emerging tuition- equalization proposals. Again, aid

should be provided to students, not directly to institu-

tions.

Since independent colleges and universities are

such a vital element in California's educational capa-

bility, it is imnortant that there be coopera*ion be-

tween independent and public institutions at state and

regional levels. The Postsecondary Education Commission
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and the regional councils proposed in Chapter VI should

include representation of these institutions and consi-

deration of their needs, though in such a manner as not

to jeopardize their independence and autonomy.

As a practical and economic matter the state should

periodically determine whether private institutions are

being fully utilized and, if not, what state policies

could encourage greater use of capacities and resources.

Accordingly, the Postsecondary Education Commission should

keep the Governor and Legislature advised about the wel-

fare of independent higher education.

RECOMMENDATIONS

44. California's independent colleges and univer-
sities shall have representation on the Post-
secondary Education Commission*

45. The Legislature shall urge California's inde-
pendent institutions to participate (volun-
tarily) iii the state programs for interinstitu-
tional cooperation and regional consortia.

46. The Legislature shall expand existing student
financial assistance programs which allow the
student to utilize his aid at independent
institutions.**

47. Any additional financial aid to independent
institutions shall be channeled through the
student.

* See Recommendation # 20
** See Recommendation # 50
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48. The Postsecondary Education Commission shall
annually report, with recommendations, to the
Legislature and Governor regarding the finan-
cial conditions of independent institutions,
their enrollment and application figures,
the number of student spaces available, and
and the respective cost of utilizing those
spaces versus providing additional public
spaces.
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CHAPTER IX

FINANCING

The major issues of financing California post-

secondary education include:

- maintaining a level of support to assure high
quality and equal access

- developing budgeting and funding policies to
enhance flexibility, diversity, and responsive-
ness to changing needs for educational services

- pricing higher education in a manner which will
optimize access

- meeting the needs for student financial assist-
ance

- economizing and increasing productivity in a
manner consistent with educational quality

- insuring the survival of independent higher
education.

California currently spends more on higher educa-

tion than any other state. In 1971-72, state support

was about $882 million with local sources adding ano-

ther $332 million. The state's share represented 12.8%

of general fund revenues. In 1970-71, the latest

year for which figures are available, California

ranked nineteenth among the states in combined state

and local appropriations for higher education per

full-time equivalent student, and ninth in combined

state and local appropriations for higher education

per $1000 of per capital personal income.
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Over the past decade California has gradually in-

creased the portion of public revenues devoted to post-

secondary education though lot at the rate of inflation

and enrollment increases (see Table VII). This has con-

tributed to a "cost-revenue squeeze" characterized by

increased expenditures for personal services and equip-

ment exceeding the general rate of inflation withouta

corresponding increase in available revenues. The situ-

ation was accentuated by the difficulties of off-setting

higher costs with greater productivity, competing social

and political priorities, public disenchantment, econ-

omic recession, and statutory formulas for other state

programs which left higher education with %-aatever re-

mained in the general fund.

We do not believe higher education should be used

as the "balancing" factor in state budgets. The im-

proved outlook for the economy and state revenues makes

this unlikely in the future. ..dditionally, public con-

fidence may be slowly restored and serious attempts at

greater productivity may bring economies. However, the

days of money on demand are past. The efficient allo-

cation and utilization of limited resources will be a

continuing problem for higher education in the years

ahead.
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Uncertainties

At no time in the recent history of postsecondary

education have so many uncertainties surrounded the

issues of financing. Major questions beyond the pur-

view of the Legislature will ultimately be decided by

the courts and the federal government, including:

- What is the legality of charging non-resident
tuition to persons who have declared residency
in California?

Will family income remain the basis for deter-
mining student financial aid to recently eman-
cipated eighteen-year-olds?

Will the Serrano and related decisions requir-
ing equalization of public funding be held
applicable to community colleges?

- Will the federal government fund Basic Oppor-
tunity Grants to provide a grant up to $1400
to any student attending postsecondary education?*

- What will be the conclusions and impact of the
National Commission on the Financing of Post-
secondary Education established by Congress in
the Education Amendments of 1972?

With so many significant uncertainties, we have decided

to propose no fundamental alterations in pricing or

budgeting at this time.

We did, however, examine various policy options.*

We were impressed with the concept of "portability" -

in effect, funding students directly and letting them

*Implications are analyzed in our consultant report
Financing Postsecondary Education in California.
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take their educational subsidy to the institution of

their choice. This approach was adopted by Congress

in the Education Amendments of 1972. A system of port-

able grants suggests a revised pricing policy. To-

gether these approaches to pricing and budgeting de-

serve serious evaluation by California when some of the

major questions surrounding higher education finance are

clarified.

Tuition

We propose that the Legislature assume jurisdiction

over all student charges in public postsecondary educa-

tion. Authority to level fees should reside in one

agency. When a segment can charge fees independently

without regard to the impact on other segments and

state student financial aid programs, the prospects

for rational state planning and coordination are con-

siderably diminished. The levels of- student charges

are matters of public policy and forms of taxation.

Hence, powers to levy tuition and fees should reside

with elected representatives of the people.

When student charges are levied, they should not

be utilized for financing the construction of physical

facilities for instructional purposes. The state should
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provide the necessary instructional physical facilities

for the University of California and the California

State University and Colleges.

Funds for construction of instructional facilities

should be obtained by le"islative appropriation, state

bonding approved by the voters, or private donation.

Students should not be taxed to pay for such facilities

in lieu of funding by the people or their elected rep-

resentatives.

Student Aid

The Master Plan Survey Team did not give adequate

attention to financial assistance. As a result, most

of the current programs were developed on an ad hoc

and piecemeal basis during the 1960's. We believe it

is time to rationalize these programs and their inter-

relationships.

Two basic and complementary approaches are cur-

rently embodied in California's programs of financial

aid. The first is providing aid to economically dis-

advantaged students of demonstrated high potential.

This is the objective of state scholarships and college

opportunity grants. The second approach provides aid

students who are both economically and educationally



disadvantaged and have potential to benefit from

higher education. Most educational opportunity pro-

grams serve this purpose. Both types of student aid

have merit and both have been remarkably successful in

making higher education possible for many students.

The recent Student Resources Survey conducted by

the State Scholarship and Loan Commission revealed a

significant gap between available student financial

aid and legitimate need for assistance. This study

concluded that, "In all segments students with financial

need were denied aid because the institution had insuf-

ficient funds to assist them.ul Because only persons

already participating in higher education were surveyed

we do not know how many may be completely excluded for

economic reasons. In addition, we know that California

ranks among the lowest of the large states in providing

student assistance. There is clearly a need for more

aid.

California's existing framework of financial aid

programs can meet student assistance needs. However,

each aid program must be expanded, the allocations must

be put on a rational and consistent basis, and admin-

istration must be improved to insure that assistance

goes to the students whose needs are greatest.

California State Scholarships are awarded to
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academically able students who need financial assis-

tance to meet their tuition and fee costs. They may be

used in any accredited institution of higher education.

The maximum grant is $2250. The number of new state

scholarships should be increased from the annual 3.5

percent of high school graduates to 5 percent. This

increase should be phased in with an increase of .5

percent annually until 5 percent is reached. In addi-

tion to assisting more needy students of high achieve-

ment, raising the number of state scholarship awards

will help insure the survival of independent higher

education.

The College Opportunity Grant Program (COG) as-

sists students from low-income families, largely from

minority groups, whose high school records demonstrate

high potential for additional education. Grants may

be used for subsistence as well as direct costs of

edupation. This program has been highly successful

and should also be expanded. Presently, it has no

established allocation rationale. We recommend that

a base be provided at an annual rate of 1 percent of

high school graduates. This would increase new grants

by 50% over the current base of 2000 per year.

Educational opportunity programs (EOP) have succeed-

ed in allowing many students of low income and poor
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quality pre-college m, but with potential and

motivation, to participate in California higher educa-

tion. These programs also lack a rational allocation

base and are more subject to the vicissitudes of the

annual budget than state scholarships or college oppor-

tunity grants. In addition, there is need to insure

that these programs are administered flexibly and that

they go to the most needy students each year.

We propose that EOP be funded at the rate of 5 per-

cent of the University of California and California

State University and Colleges full-time equivalent stu-

dent enrollment,and 5% of the average daily attendance

of the California Community Colleges, excluding adult

education. The funding level should average $500 per

award. The funds should be appropriated to the State

Scholarship and Loan Commission for allocation. Each

public college and university would then be allocated

EOP funds upon the Scholarship and Loan Commission's

determination of greatest need. However, no institu-

tion's program should be funded at a rate less than 2

percent of full-time students.

This approach to EOP would provide rationality and

stability, and would allow for improved planning and

administration. It would improve the cailacity of the

state to identify the greatest needs and channel funds
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to meet them.

The Occupational Educational Training Grant Pro-

gram enables talented and financially needy students

to commence and finish a postsecondary vocational pro-

gram. This program has merit based upon its objectives.

Like EOP and COG it has no specified allocation base.

Five hundred awards at an average level of $1000 are

authorized for the initial year. We believe the pro-

gram should be funded on a basis of .5 percent of high

school graduates annually. This would increase the

number of yearly grants to 1500.

The Graduate Fellowship Program assists students

in professional or graduate studies. Its purpose is

to permit able and financially needy students to pur-

sue advanced work. Like state scholarships and the

COGs, Graduate Fellowships can be used at any accredited

institution of higher education. Thus, they assist

California's independent colleges by increasing the

number of students able to attend. Although this pro-

gram is authorized to be funded as high as 2 percent

of the AB degrees granted in California in the pre-

vious academic year, it has never been fully funded.

We propose full funding. We also believe recipients

of graduate fellowships should be limited to four

renewals. There is presently no limit on renewals.
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Finally, the law should specify the state's com-

mitment to each of the programs and its intent to fund

them jointly. This will assure California of a com-

prehensive approach to student financial aids and guar-

antee the availability of both legitimate types of fin-

ancial assistance aid to those of demonstrated high

potential who are economically needy and aid to those

who are educationally and economically disadvantaged.

Productivity and Efficiency

Despite numerous societal, technological and edu-

cational changes over the past four decades, higher

education has only slightly altered its basic design.

In California, there has recently emerged on the part

of some colleges and universities a new interest in

experimenting to achieve increased productivity and

efficiency while maintaining or improliing educational

gnality. Many of the approaches Deing developed can

break the academic "lock-step" while individializing

education for students and freeing faculty time for ad-

vising and consulting with students.

RECOMMENDATIONS

49. The Legislature shall assume jurisdiction
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over all student charges in the public soo-
ments.

50. Allocation bases shall be established as
follows for state student financial aids
programs:

a. The State Scholarship Program shall be
funded at a level of 5 percent of high
school graduates. This program shall be
increased at an annual rate of .5 percent
until the 5 percent level is achieved.

b. The College Opportunity Grants Program
shall be funded at a level of 1 percent
of high school graduates.

c. The Educational Opportunity Program shall
be funded at a level of 5 percent of full
time equivalent enrollments average daily
attendance, excluding adult ducation, and
an average of $500 per award.

d. The Occupational Education Training Grant
Program shall be funded at a level of .5
percent of high school graduates.

e. The Graduate Fellowship Program shall be
fully funded at the currently authorized
level of 2 percent of AB degrees and re-
cipients shall be limited to four re-
newals.

f. The Legislature shall fund the above pro-
grams jointly. Funds shall be appropri-
ated to the State Scholarship and Loan
Commission. The Commission shall allo-
cate the EOP money to campuses on the
basis of need, except that no institution
shall receive a level of-support less
than 2 percent of full-time students.
The funding level shall average $500 per
award. The Commission shall administer
other programs as at present.

51. The following proposals for increasing educa-
tional productivity and cost effectiveness
should be considered carefully by each insti-
tution of higher education:
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a. acceleration of certificate and degree
programs whore consistent with educa-
tional quality

b. creating new graduate programs only under
exceptional circumstances of student de-
mand and societal need

c. greater use of advanced placement and
challenge examinations

d. interinstitutional and intersegmental
cooperation, including sharing of facili-
ties, faculty and concurrent enrollment of
students

e. continued review by the public segments of
the feasibility of cooperative arrange-
ments as a major criterion in the capital
review process

f. greater use of technology, particularly
tapes, television, and other media which
are conducive to student self-paced learn-
ing and educational flexibility

g. development of methods to encourage cost
effectiveness at all levels, but particu-
larly among the faculty (There should be
incentives such as additional funds for
innovation from savings achieved. This
will require the cooperation of faculty,
administrators, and state government.)

h. improvement of management techniques and
information syst-ems, including the de-
velopment of capacity to compare costs
and results of comparable programs

i. development of an outcomes approach to
budgeting for postsecondary education

. utilization of all available academic
and non-academic facilities on and off
campus

k. continued efforts to maximize facility
utilization including evenings and weekends
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1. provision of adequate support services to
faculty to insure that their time and
energies are freed for teaching and/or
research

m. improvement of the transfer processes to
insure removal of unreasonable barriers,
particularly between two -year and four-
year institutions, and to avoid repeti-
tion of courses covering similar material

n. improved programatic articulation with
high schools to avoid unnecessary repeti-
tion of subject matter

o.' continuing review of the feasibility of
year-round operation

p. early admission of advanced high school
students

q. careful and vigorous monitoring of the
growth of administrative staffs, particu-
larly in the segmental central offices.

52. Besides the students who use the formal in-
structional services of public higher educa-
tion, there are others who receive a wide
range of services including such diverse
activities as basic and applied research,
studies, consultation, data accumulation and
analyses, and entertainment. Systematic data
on policies and practices in these public
service areas are not now available, but it
is possible that full cost is not being
charged for all these services. Each public
segment shall conduct careful analyses of such
costs and adopt a full-cost pricing policy.

53. Except in unusual circumstances, the budget-
ing and auditing methods of state government
should emphasize program budget review and
approval and programatic accountability.
Line-item budgeting and auditing creates in-
flexibility and hinders the development of
accountability based upon educational out-
comes.
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54. System offices of the segments should not
inflexibly apply the funding formula develop-
ed for the segments to subunits of individual
campuses. Each segment should develop and
implement administrative means for providing
to each campus the broadest flexibility of
operation consistent with responsible manage-
ment.

55. Funds derived from tuition and other student
charges shall not be used for the financing
of construction of physical facilities for
instructional purposes.

56. The state shall make every effort to achieve
parity in faculty compensation between the
University of California and the California
State University and Colleges.

1

i
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AFTERWORD

The future of our state and society depends largely

upon the quality of education available to our citizens.

, In an age of automation, technology, affluence and

mass media, increasing education has become a practical

necessity. Education beyond the high school has already

become a reality for most Californians. This will be no

less true in coming years.

We live in a time of remarkable uncertainties. We

find ourselves challenged by profound and perplexing

questions of peace and war, race and sex, work and lei-

sure, drugs and violence, exploration of space, ecolo-

gical crises, liberation movements, and biological revo-

lution.

Amidst it all, changes are eagerly sought by some

and eagerly fought by others. Some people envision the

future as an extrapolation of the past, others foresee

radical departures. Some want our educational institutions

to socialize and prepare people to maintain our present

society's values and institutions; others want education

to prepare persons to change society.

The differences extend even to the learning process

itself. Some persons conceptualize education as training

of the intellect; others propose to include the affective
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domain. Some advocate traditional and disciplined struc-

ture; others suggest independent study and experiential

learning.

As a committee we do not favor one or the other of

these positions. We value the diversity of opinions and

judgments held by individual Californians, indeed by

members of this Committee. We do not believe that either

life or education need be the same for everyone.

The major task for postsecondary education is to

meet these divergent hopes and expectations of Californians.

II

During our study we have found several assumptions

implicit in the way many persons view higher education.

We have come to be skeptical about the continuing

validity of these assumptions, and believe critical

reevaluation is essential to the survival of California

higher education.

We question whether

- The "good old days", usually referring to the
early 1960's, will return shortly. We can already
see that the conditions of the 1970's are markedly
different.

- A change in political leadership of the legislative
and/or executive branch of government will drama-
tically improve the financial condition of higher
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education. Throughout the nation, governors and
legislatures of both parties and all philosophies
have found themselves constrained by fiscal con-
ditions.

- Every campus can be self-sufficient and all-inclu-
sive. It seems clear that enrollments and fiscal
conditions will not permit the duplication involved
in making every campus comprehensive.

- The quality of an institution depends upon the
selectivity of its admissions standards rather
than upon what happens to the student while he
or she is in the institution. Highly selective
campuses often have the least effect upon a
student.

- Low or no tuition serves the poor. The vast ma-
jority of those who benefit are not poor.

- The scientific method is the only legitimate me-
thod of learning. Other types of exneriential
learning occur throughout our society. Who is
to say which is more valuable or significant?

- Educational institutions are the best dispensers
of knowledge in our society. Rapidly emerging
technologies can deliver knowledge anywhere.

- Published research is a necessary condition of
good teaching. No necessary correlation between
teaching and research has been proven.

- A Ph.D. degree is an essential qualification for
college and university teaching. The Ph.D. is pri-
marily a research degree with little preparation
for teaching involved in its acquisition.

We invite the academic community to apply its cri-

tical method and spirit to these assumptions.

III

We recognize the limitations of constitutional, sta-
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tutory, or other structural change, especially when im-

posed from outside. We know that the value and relevance

of education will not be legislated. No matter how we

structure postsecondary education, it will finally be

':nose persons within the institutions who will breathe

life or death into higher education. For, in the last

analysis, people -- not institutions -- determine the

course of history and the course of education.

Especially for that reason, we have attempted from

the very beginning to include educators and the public

in our process. We have tried to generate a public

discussion throughout California, and upon each campus,

about the future of higher education. Initially we sent

a copy of our study plan to each public and private

campus chief executive. Later we sent the results of

our goals survey. In each instance we suggested that

the material serve as the basis for a local autonomous

process of self-discovery and self-renewal.

We now invite each campus of postsecondary education

in California to convene itself with all its constituent

communities to generate a discussion about this draft

report and our recommendations. We believe this will

facilitate the self-examination and self-renewal essen-

tial for the healthy future of California higher education.
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We also invite the people of California to parti-

cipate in discussions of this report. We believe that

will ensure the public involvement and confidence equal-

ly essential for the healthy future of California higher

education.

We hope that together these discussions will bring

us a wide range of response, to assure that we are fully

informed as we deliberate and prepare our final conclu-

sions and recommendations for submission to the Legis-

lature in May,
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